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President Carl E. Hoffman
President-Eleot Neal D. Buffaloe
Secretary-Treasurer Lowell F. Bailey
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
i:I:S&r > c-c'-i'—
Mrs. Sallylee Hines, Junior Academy
Mrs. Maude Reid, Science Fair
Mrs. BillieHoliday, Meals
Mr. Stewart Springfield, Properties and Space
Mr. Roger F. Cox, Registration
Mr. Glenn Rogers, Audio Visual Equipment
SECRETARY'S REPORT
I
The first business meeting was called to order
President Carl Hoffman at 11:10 A.M., March 20,
th 38 members present. President Brown of John
own University extended a cordial welcome to the
ademy and its affiliated groups. Dr. Wills an-
unced program activities for the day.
iTh e following Executive Committee recommenda-ons were accepted:
1. Change Article IVof the Constitution to in-
olude the President of the Collegiate Acad-
emy in the Executive Committee.
2. Change Article IV to read "secretary and
treasurer" to provide for two offices.
3. Defer action on the proposal of the Depart-
ment of Higher Education, AEA, that the Acad-
emy sponsor a science education meeting in
the fall at the time of the AEA meeting.
4. Award to Tom S. Moore, Jr. of Mena High
School the research grant of $50 for his
5
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study entitled "A Natural History Study of
the Rich Mountain Salamander."
5. Pay travel expenses of the three Science
Talent Search winners to the Academy meet-
ing each year.
6. Encourage the State Science Fair Committee
to raise funds to send two science fair win-
ners to the National Fair.
IDr. Hoffman appointed several ad hoc committeesrior to adjournment at 11:45 A.M.
The second business meeting was called to order
y Dr. Hoffman at 9-10A. M. Saturday, March 21.
ighteen members were present. The treasurer re-
orted all debts paid and a balance of $1,204.75*
institutional memberships totaling $415 were re-
>orted for the following institutions: University
f Arkansas, Arkansas College, Harding College,
uachita Baptist College, Hendrix College, Arkan-
as Polytechnic Institute, and Arkansas State
'eaohers College. The Audit Committee ( L. C. How-
,ck and Mrs. Virginia Kirk) approved the Treasur-
r's report .
I
Following the recommendation of the Committee
n the meeting place for i960 (E. S. Amis, Jewell
oore, and Truman McEver), the invitation of Arkan-
as Polytechnic Institute was accepted, the meet-
ng date to be April 1-2, i960.
I
The Secretary was instructed to accept all qual—
fied new members into the Academy. A total of 98
Id and new members was reported registered for
his meeting.
Dr. I. A. Wills moved that Dr. L. F. Bailey,
iss Maude Reid, and Mr. H. L. Bogan represent the
cademy in the development of a State Science Fair
ssociation under the direction of Mr. W. H. Wai—
ers of the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com—
any, Little Rock. The Academy voted $300 to help
iay travel expenses of science fair winners to the
National Science Fair. In addition, the Academy
warded $200 to the new science fair association
o assist in its initial organization.
Dr. P. M. Johnston moved that the Academy estab-
lish a reserve fund equivalent to one-year's oper-
ating expenses, including publication of the Pro-
ceedings. A substitute motion proposed that the
Executive Committee be directed to make a recom-
mendation one year hence to the Academy membership
concerning the establishment of such a reserve
6
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IThe Nominations Committee (J. W, Sears, Ruthrmstrong, and L. B. Ham) proposed the followingevr officers :
H. L. Bogan, Arkansas State College
President-elect
W. L. Evans, University of Arkansas
Secretary
R. S. Fairchild, University of Arkansas
Treasurer
These officers "were elected unanimously.




Arkansas Academy of Science
PROGRAM
Friday, March 20
9:00 a.m. Registration, Science Hall
11:00 a.m. Business Meeting, Cathedral of the
Ozarks, Lower Auditorium.
12:15 p.m. Luncheon, California Building, Cafe-
teria.
1:15 P-m. Science Education Section, Cathedral
of the Ozarks, Lower Auditorium.
"Science Education Activities Planned
and in Progress in Arkansas," Her-
man L. Bogan, Arkansas State Col-
lege, in charge of program.
2:45 p.m. Section Meetings.
6:00 p.m. Banquet-Address. Blood Memorial Build-
ing.
Dr. R. E. Johnson, Professor of Math-
ematics, Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts .
7*3° p.m. Bell Telephone Demons trat ion on Sound.
Cathedral of the Ozarks.
8:30 p.m. Arkansas Science Teachers Association
meeting .
8:00 p.m. Science Fair Exhibit, Gymnasium.
7
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Saturday, March 21
9:00 a.m. Second Business Meeting. Library Con-
ference Room. Treasurer's Report.
Reports of standing committees and
special committees. Election of Of-
ficers. Location of next year' s
meeting. New Business. Installa-
tion of officers.
10:30 a.m. General Session with Junior Academy
and Collegiate Academy. Cathedral
of the Ozarks, Lower Auditorium. Pa-
pers by Science Talent Search Winners.
12:15 p.m. Luncheon. California Building, Cafe-
teria. Presentation of Awards.
SECTIONAL PROGRAM
Biology and Agriculture
Chairman: Edward E. Dale, Jr.
University of Arkansas
The Flora of Izard County. Albert Robinson, Jr.,
Kansas Wesleyan University.
Growth Response of Loblolly Pines as a Result of
the Control of Pinetip Moth Infestation. Lloyd
0. Warren, University of Arkansas.
Conversion of C^and C2 Carbons of Saturated Fatty
Acids to CO? by Fungus Cells. G. T. Johnson,
University of Arkansas.
The Influence of Exposure on Woody Vegetation on
the Allen Soils of the Boston Mountain Region of
Northwest Arkansas. M. Dean Harper and E. Moye
Rutledge, University of Arkansas.
The Vegetation of Petit Jean Mountain as Determined
by Analysis of Original Land Survey Records and
by Present Day Studies. Jewel E. Moore, Arkansas
State Teachers College.
A Three— Year Creel Census of Lake Catherine, Lake
Hamilton, and Lake Ouachita Arkansas. James H.
Stevenson, Little Rock University, and Clinton
Richards, Arkansas Game and Fish Commission.
A Preliminary Report of Standing Crop and Rates of
Harvest in Lake Fort Smith, Arkansas: 1957
Through 1938. Charles F. Cole and Samuel L. Fink-
lestein, University of Arkansas.
8
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Notes on the Salamanders of Arkansas. Charles C.
Smith, Arkansas College.
The Ecological Relationship Between the Occurrence
of Squirrel Leaf-Nests in Different Types of Oak
Forest Habitats. Ned Fogle and Chad L. Fogle,
University of Arkansas .
An Inventory in 1957 °f the Distribution of the
Wild- Turkey (Meleagris gallopavo silvestris
VieilletJ in the Ozark Plateau Region of Arkansas?
Douglas James, University of Arkansas, and John
R. Preston, University of Arkansas, Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission.
Chemistry
Chairman: Robert L. Wixom
University of Arkansas Medical School
Tracer Studies of the Mechanisms of Some Ketone
Rearrangements . Arthur Fry, T. S. Rothrock and
C. Adams, University of Arkansas.
New Shape Fission Counter for the Univers ityof Ar-
kansas Accelerator. A. Poularikas, University
of Arkansa s .
Stereochemistry of Catalytic Hydrogenat ion. Samuel
Siegel and G. V. Smith, University of Arkansas.
Ihe Decarboxylat ion of Ethyl Hydrogen Phenylmalo—nate in Aqueous Ethanol. Charles T. Adams andArthur Fry, University of Arkansas.
The Activation Energy of the U(lV)-U(Vl) Electron
Exchange Reaction in the Wa ter-Ethanol System.
Antonio Indelli and Edward S. Amis, University
Iof Arkansa s .ontinuous Measurement of Plant Effluent pH. Edwin
A. Richardson, University of Arkansas.
An Undergraduate Physical Chemistry Laboratory
Experiment in Nuclear Chemistry. D. M. Matthews
and R. W. Fink, University of Arkansas Graduate
Institute of Technology.
Stereo isomer isms in Organic Chemistry. William K.
Noyce, University of Arkansas.
rudies
on a Dehydrase in Valine Biosynthesis in
Yea s t. Robert L. Wixom, Murray Strassmanand Jen-
nie B. Shatton, University of Arkansas Medical
School and Institute for Cancer Research, Phila-
delphia ,Pa .
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Geology





Kress City Field. William B. Lines, Alice-Sidneyfress oix
iexa
Oil Co .
The Tuscaloosa Trend of Northeast Louisiana. John
fH. Gray, Munoco Company, El Dorado,etroleum Geologists Can Improve This Risk. R. S.
Rushing, Alice—Sidney Oil Company.
Interpretation of Fracture Patterns in the Kenne-
bago Lake Quadrangle, Maine. Robert J. Willard,
University of Arkansas.
History and Political Science
Chairman: Gordon H. McNeil
University of Arkansas
Ministerial Cabinets in the IVth Republic. Jerome
B. King, University of Arkansas.
Ihe Elaine Race Riots. Oscar A. Rogers, Jr., Uni-versity of Arkansas.
Valor and Caution inConst itutional Interpretation.
Ralph G. Jones, University of Arkansas.
Mathematics
Chairman: Oliver T. Shannon
A. M. and N. College
The Rocking Cable Problem. John C, Sallis, Univer-
sity of Arkansas.
Lecture . R. E. Johnson, Smith College, North Hamp-




The Science Fair in Science Education. R. A. Mc-
gee, Southern State College.
IKinetic Analysis of the Deoompo s ition of SodiumA.zidG "bv [i+ v»Q vio1g "t Lif^li"b J G D od d. D^uirv10
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College, Springfield, Mo.
Isotope Shifts in the First Spectrum of Palladium.
F. A. Sharpton, University of Arkansas.
Cons truot ion of an Atomic Beam Light Source. T. R
Angel, University of Arkansas.
The Undertaking of a Spectro scop ic Investigation
of Atomic Collision Processes Using the Univer-
sity's Cockrof t-Walton Accelerator. R. C. War-
ing, University of Arkansas.
The Undertaking of a Study of the Polarization of
Light Emitted During Electron Impact. L. D. Wea-
ver, University of Arkansas.
Psycho logy and Sociology
Chairman: Robert C. Cannon
V. A. Hospital, North Little Rock
Flattened Affect and the Bender-Ge s talt. William
M. Prado, V. A. Hospital.
Evaluation of an Instrument for Estimating Concep-
tual Achievement. Wesley D. Davis, Hendrix Col-
lege.
Diagnostic Relevance of the Wais Block Design Sub-
test. Daniel Taub and John Harrell, Arkansas
State Hospital.
Panel Discus s ion :Current Status and Future Devel-
opment of Psychology in Arkansas. Moderator: R.
Cannon, V. A. Hospital. Panel: John Anderson,
(University
of Arkansas; Hugh Lovett, State Direc-
tor of Vocational Counseling; Hardy Wilcoxon,
University of Arkansas; S. J. Fields, University
Medical Center; 0. D. Murphree, V. A. Hospital;
Jerome Schiffer, V.A. Hospital, Gerard Bensberg,
Arkansas Child Development Center; Willard Frick,
Arkansas State College; Frederick Schnadt, V.A.
Ho sp ital.
Science Education
Chairman: Herman L. Bogan
Arkansas State College
rience Education
Programs Under Way and Planned
at the University of Arkansas. LowellF. Bailey,
University of Arkansas.
Science Education Program Under Way in the Mathe-
11
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matics Department of the University of Arkansas.
Dr. John Keesee, University of Arkansas.
Title IIIof the National Defense Education Act and
Its Implications for Possible Improvement inPub-
lic School Curriculum. Curtis R. Swaim, State
Department of Education.
A Survey of Qualifica tions of Teachers in the Fields
of Science and Mathematics in Secondary Schools
in Twenty— Five Counties of Northeast Arkansas .
Roy E. Dawson, Arkansas State College.
Chemistry, a Liberal Art. Robert W. Shideler, Hen-
drix College .
tLis t of
De s ired Competencies in the Physical Sci-
ences . Leonard D, Goranson, Southern State Col-
lege.
Papers Pre sent ed by Title Only
Training Undergraduate s to Use Radio isotopes inBi-
ology, at the University of Arkansas. G. T. John-
son, University of Arkansas.
reck Lists
of Vascular Plants, Lichens and Bryo-
phytes of Petit Jean Mountain. Jewel E. Moore,
Arkansas State Teachers College.
Literature on the Vegetation of Arkansas . E dward
E. Dale, Jr., University of Arkansas.
ARKANSAS COLLEGIATE ACADEMYOF SCIENCE
fad Amalgam Storage Ore. Mike White, Harding Col-lege.r Ecological Analysis of a Post Oak— Hickory For-est in Northwest Arkansas. Bill Bagley and Lio-nel Burkes, University of Arkansas.
rffusion Rate Studie £3 of a Bacterial Virus. GaryAckers, Harding College.
tproduct ion and Development of the Common WaterSnake . Don McCroddon, John Brown University.
An Analysis of Vegetation in an Abandoned Orchard
in Northwest Arkansas. Gerald Brown and Duane
Rorie, University of Arkansas.
reliminary Notes on Gibberellic Acid. DennisWright, John Brown University.
Notes Pertaining to St udies inPreparation of Cam-
phor. Harris Lloyd, Cuachita Baptist College.
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THE FLORA OF IZARD COUNTY
Albert Robinson, Jr.
Kansas Wesleyan University
The present paper is the initial one ina series
which willattempt to give a systematic reporting
covering Hie major groups of the Traoheophyta found
in Izard County. In view of the economics impor-
Iance of forests in the State, the ligneous floras receiving first attention.
I
Izard County lies in the north central area of
rkansas and is situated on the Salem Plateau. It
s bounded on the north by Fulton County; the south,
hite River; the east, Sharp County; the west, Bax-
er County. Elevations over most of the region
range from 900' to 1200 1 except for an area paral-
lel to White River where altitudes are from 350'
10
45O'« In the latter the land is deeply disseo—
ed by valleys with rather precipitous sides and
Bually with streams in the bottoms. The soil is
andy with ohert or dolomite limestone. The best
gricultural land is found inthe northeastern quar—
er of the country. Numerous areas of limestone
r sandstone flats are scattered about the area and
re known locally as "glades." The growing season
extends from 170 to 210 days and annual precipita-
tion is from 42 to $0 inches. A more complete de-
scription than space permits here may be found in
Solls(3).
The reportings here presented are based on 001—
lections made by the writejr. Identifications are
based on Sargenx( c) and S-tTeyermark(4 ) with nomen-
clature subsequently correlated with Fernald (l)
when possible. The Herbarium of the University of
Arkansas willbe supplied with duplicates of the
genera and species listed herein. A description
The author wishes to acknowledge a research grant
from the Arkansas Academy which has given support
to this study. He is also indebted to Drs. Dwight
Moore, Delbert Swartz , E. E. Dale, University of
Arkansas, and Dr. R. McGregor, University of Kan-
sas, for professional oourtesies. The helpful as-
sistance of Mr. Wm. Keith and Mr. W. A. Ramsey is
gratefully acknowledged.
13
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in detail of individual habitats is not permitted
by space limitations, but a reference to Steyer-
mark(4) -will supply such information. Names on the




1 Acer negundo L • Lafferty
IZ
-
2 L. rubrum L Gid
IZ
-
3 A. sacoharinum L Oxford
IZ
—




5 Cotinus obovatus Raf Guion
IZ
— 6,7 Rhus aroma tica v. serot ina Sylamore
CG~reene ) Rehd. . . . Calico Rock
IZ
-
8 R. copallina L . Franklin
IZ
-
9 JR- glabra L Piney Creek
IZ
-








13 Betula nigra L Oxford
IZ
-















18 Cornus drummondi Meyer. Piney Creek
IZ





94 Diospyros virginiana L. Franklin
14
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22 Castanea ozarkensis Ashe. . Sylamore
IZ
-
23 #24, Querous alba L. Franklin
25 Piney Creek
IZ








31 &• maorocarpa Michx. . . . Franklin
IZ
- 32,33 &• marilandica Muench. . . Franklin
IZ
-
34,35 _Q.. muehlenbergii Franklin






IZ Q r ii
IZ &




15 Hamamelis vernalis Sarg. Twin Creek
IZ









49 £. texana Buckl. . . . Violet HillC.
IZ
-
5°»51 £.• tomentosa Nutt. . Franklin, Gid
IZ
—




53 Sassafras albidum v. molle




54»55 Cercis oanadensis L. . Franklin, Gid
IZ




59 Robinia pseudoaoacia L. Gid
15
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89 Smilax bona-nox L. Calico Rock
Magno liaceae
IZ




6l Madura pomifera (Raf.)
Schneider • . Franklin
IZ
-
63 Morus rubra L . Gid
Nyssaceae
IZ
- 64 Nyssa sylvat ica Marsh . . . Franklin
Oleaceae
IZ





92 F. americana L Gid
Pinaceae
£ :il Juniperus Virginiana L. Calico RockPinus echinata Mill. Piney Creek
Plata naceae
IZ





Ceanothus ova tis f. pubescens







(Michx. f.) Fern. Oxford
IZ
-
73 Prunus serotina Ehrh. . . . Franklin
16
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Rutaceae
12

























Populus alba L....... Franklin
_P. deltoides Marsh. . . Calico Rock
Salix oaroliniana Michx. . Franklin




Celt is occidentalis L. .... Love
_C. laevigata Wild, .... Franklin
Ulmus alata Michx Franklin
U. amer icana L •• Love
TJ. rubra Muhl. ...... Franklin
Callicarpa amerioana L. . Twin Creek
IZ
-
87 Parthenocissus quinquif olia
L.) Planch. Twin Creek
IZ
-
88 Vitis labrusoa L Twin Creek
Of the foregoing genera species
IOf the foregoing genera and species reported,st are of ubiquitous distribution in this area,table exceptions are noted below.
IThe
genera Carp inus, Ca stanea , Cot inus, and
gnolia tend to be restricted to the slopes and
lleys of the White River region.
Acer, Asimina, Betula, Ceano thus , Fraxinus ,
Hamamelis , Liquidambar, Platanus , Populus, and
Salix are largely confined to watercourses.
Paulownia tomentosa and Populus alba are fre-
quently planted as ornamentals and tend to persist
long after the dwellings around which they have
been cultivated have disappeared.
The various species o f Carya largely populate
17
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the drier upland areas "with the exception of C.
cordiformis which is restricted to habitats alo"ng
streams .
t Cere is and Gledit s ia are frequently associatedth the "glade" localities "which ere characterizedxeric conditions and poor soil.
The overwhelming dominance of the genus auercus
in the ligneous flora of the county merits special
comment. Of the species reported, mar ilandica,
stella ta, faloata , and velut ina are most numerous
in about this order. All four species tend to
dominate in locations where the soil is stony and
poor. Alba appears uniformly distributed through-
out the region. Shumardii, imbr ioaria, and macro—
carpa are confined to streams, Muehlenbergii is the
dominant oak in the limestone and sandstone glade
areas. It is not seen with any frequency outside
these locales. Hybrids abound, but this study does
not concern itself with them at the moment since
hybridization in this genus is a major study in
itself.
IJuniperus
virginiana L« also deserves some spe—
al mention. In many areas it assumes almost com-
ete dominance forming areas known as "cedar
ades." It is one of the first ligneous plants
invade abandoned fields and pastures. Its pres
—
ce is very marked in the winter months when the
ciduous species have shed their leaves and the
rk green foliage of Juniperus constitutes about
e only green coloration to be seen in the wood-
LITERATURE CITED
f) Fernald,M. L. (ed.). 1950. Gray's Manual ofBotany, American Book Co. New York. 8th Ed.
I) Sargent, Charles S. 1933* Manual of the Treesof North America. Houghton MifflinCo. New
York.
I) Soil. USDA Yearbook 1957* Government Print-ing Office, Washington. pp. 572-57 4 »
t) Steyermark, Julian A. 1940. Spring FloraofMissouri. Missouri Botanio Garden. St.
Louis.
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THE INFLUENCE OF EXPOSURE ON WOODY VEGETATION
ON THE ALLEN SOILS OF THE BOSTON MOUNTAIN
REGION OF NORTHWEST ARKANSAS
M. Dean Harper






According to previous observations and studies,
rthern exposures are more desirable for tree
o-wth than southern exposures! 1,3 »4,5 ) • The pur-
se of this study was to determine if the above
atement -was true and, if so, to what extent. It
s also desirable to learn if species varied in




This study was carried out in the Boston Moun-
ins in the southern part of Washington County,
kansas. Three sets of opposing northern—southern
posures were sampled. The sample plots were lo-
ted in similar conditions and as far as oould be
termined had received similar forestry treatment,
ey were looated at R28W T13N Sections 8 and 17
d R31W T13N Seotion 31.
FIELD STUDY AND SAMPLING METHOD
The arm length transect method was used in sam-
pling this area. These transects are made by walk-
ing in a straight line for 60 feet with arms out-
stretched. This makes a sample area 60' x 6* or
360 aq ft. Each tree that is within arms' reach
is recorded according to species and size class.
The following size classes were used: 1 to 3" » 3
IAcknowledgment is made to Dr.E. E. Dale, Assis-nt Professor of Botany and Bacteriology, Univer-ty of Arkansas, for his guidance in this study.
19
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to 9", 9 to 15", 15 to 20" and 20" plus. The siz e
was determined by diameter at breast height, or
four and one— half feet above the ground.
Treatment of data was similar to the methods em-
ployed by Curtis and Mclntosh(2).
The followingdata were calculated for each spe-
oies of tree found: per acre and relative percent
requenoy, per acre and relative percent density,
er acre and relative percent basal area, and den-
ity—frequency-dominanoe (D.F. D.) index. Frequency
efers to the number of sample plots in which a
pecies is found. Density refers to the actual num-
>er of trees per unit area. Basal area indicates
he number of square feet covered by each species
nd is calculated at four and one—half feet above
;he ground. The sun of the relative frequency,
ensity, and basal area is the D.F.D. index. Each
>.F.D. index has a possible value of three hundred
300).
I
In order to reduce the number of variables in
his study, all the exposures sampled had the same
oiltype,Allenstony sandy loam. Allslopes ranged
etween 30 and 45 percent in gradient and had be-
ween 300 and 500 feet of altitude change from
ountain top to valley.
The Allen stony sandy loam is deep, medium tex-
tured, moderately permeable and well drained. It
is derived from colluvium. The parent material is
sandstone. This soil ocours on mountain sides and
mountain benches on gentle to steep slopes. It is
inthe Red-Yellow Podzolic great soil group. Allen
is considered to be a good site class for trees.
Sampling was started at the top of the slope and
continued to the bottom. Fifty samples were taken,
twenty— five on southern exposures and twenty—five
on northern exposures. The sample plots ran length-
wise east and west.
Samples of all species are on file at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas Herbarium.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
k On the northern exposure four species were shownhave a D.F.D. index greater than twenty-five5). This is shown in Table I.
Hiokory (Carya texana (Sarg. ) Little)and north-
ern red oak (Ctuercus borealis (Michx.f.) seemed to
be the dominant speoies or the ones exerting the
most influence over this community. As shown in
20
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I
able I, there were more hickory than northern red
ak,but the northern red oak were much larger than
he hickory. Sugar maple (Acer saccharum Marsh.)
nd blaokgum (Nyssa sylva t ica Marsh. ) were of sec—
ndary importance in this community. There were
ore sugar maples than blackgums, but the blackgums
ere larger on the average.
I
White oak, (_&. alba L.), dogwood (Cornus florida. ), American elm (Ulmus americana L.), black wal—
ut ( Juglans nigra L.), and black locust (Robinia
seudoacacia L.) were present on the northern ex—
osures with a D.F.D. index between 20,0and 10,0.
hey could, therefore, be considered a s oommonly
courring but not as exerting much influence on the
community.
Redbud (Cercis oanadensis L.), ash (Fraxinus
pennsylvanica var. lanceolata (Borkh.) Sarg.), and
winged e lm Tu« alata (Michx.) -were found o n the
northern exposures with a D.F.D. index between 6.0
and 2,0
« Northern red oak seemed to be exerting the majorontrolling influence on the southern exposure com-
munity as is shown in Table II.White oak (_&. alba
L.), black hickory, and sugar maple seemed to be
of secondary importance. The white oaks had a lar-
ger average size than the black hickorys or sugar
maples, but black hickorys and sugar maples occurred
more frequently. American elm, post oak (_&. Stel-
la ta Wang.), black locust, winged elm, and black-
gum occurred on the southern exposure witha D.F.D.
index ranging from l6«2 to 6»3»
Table IIIshows a comparison between the northern
nd southern exposures. It can be seen that north—
rn red oak wa s of much more importance on the
outhern exposux'e. This is contrary to the usual
ituation as desoribed by Moore(4). Black hickory
nd blaokgum had approximately four times the den—
ity and basal area on the northern exposure as
hey did o n the southern. Sugar maple, American
lm, white oak, and black locust did not seem to
>e significantly different r.n their adaptation to
;he two exposures. Dogwood, black walnut, redbud,
nd ash were important in that they were found on
;he northern exposure and were absent on the south—
rn. Post oak was the only species found on the
outhern exposure that was not found on the north—
rn. Winged elm seemed to be of twice the irapor-
anoe on the southern exposure as on the northern.
The fact that, in general, the species that re—
21
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Relative % Relative % Relative % Density-Frequency-
pecies Frequency Density Basal Area Dominance Index
Black Hickory 21.8 39.6 24.17 85.57
Northern Red Oak 14.6 11.1 42.30 68.60
Sugar Maple 14.6 l6.0 3.35 33.95
Blackgum 8.3 5.3 13 .62 27.23
White Oak 7.3 5.8 5.10 18.20
Dogwood 9.4 7.1 1.21 17.71
American Elm 8.3 7«5 1*28 17.08
Black Walnut 4.2 2.2 4.92 13.33
Black Locust 5.2 2.2 2.04 10.04
Redbud 3.1 1.3 O.87 5.27
Ash 2.1 0.9 0.16 3.16
Winged Elm 1.0 0.9 O.l6 2.06
22




_ . Relative % Relative % Relative % Density-Frequency-Pecies Frequency Density Basal Area Dominance Index
Northern Red Oak 31.9 55-6 50.45 142.00
White Oak l6.7 8.7 20.29 45.69
Black Hickory 12.5 H-° 10.05 33.55
Sugar Maple 15.3 H.O 3.01 29.31
American Elm 6.9 7»7 1»6*3 10,23
Post Oak 4.2 1,7 9.57 15.47
Black Locust 4.2 I./ 4.19 10. 09
Winged Elm 4.2 2.7 O.74 7.64
Blackgum 4.2 1.7 O.47 6.37
23
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN EXPOSURES
Northern Exposure Southern Exposure
SpeoieB Density- Basal Density- Basal
Per Area Per Area
Aore sq ft Acre sq ft
Northern Red Oak 121.0 6o.2 488.8 33.4
Blaok Hickory 430.8 34.0 96.8 7.1
Sugar Maple 174,2 4.7 96.8 2.1
White Oak 62.9 7.2 77.4 14.2
Black V/alnut 24.2 6.9
Blaok Looust 24.2 3-7 14.5 2.9
Amerioan Elm 82.3 1.8 53.2 1.1








Total 1089 140 880 70
24
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THE INFLUENCE OF EXPOSURE ON WOODY VEGETATION
quire more mesic conditions! 4) -were of more impor-
tance or found only on the northern exposure and
that the northern exposure had a basal area per
acre of 140.83 sq ft while the southern exposure
had only *]0.14 sq ft per acre indicates that the




Field studies were made to determine the effect
f nurthern and southern exposure on stands of
oody vegetation on Allen stony sandy loam in the
os ton Mountain Region of Northwest Arkansas. Three
ets of opposing northern— southern exposures were
ampled.
1 Northern red oak, black hickory,
sugar maple,
hite oak, black locust, American elm, and black—
urn were common to both northern and southern ex-
posures. Dogwood, ash, redbud, and walnut trees
were found on northern exposures and were not found
on southern exposures. Post oak trees were found
on southern exposures but were not found on north-
ern exposures. There were more trees per acre on
northern exposures and the individual trees were
targer on northern than on southern exposuies. Theotal basal area at breast height was sq ft
per acre for southern exposures and 140.83 sq ft
per acre for northern exposures.
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A THREE-YEAR CREEL CENSUS OF LAKE CATHERINE,




Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
INTRODUCTION
"Studies of the fishery resources of three lakes
.ooated in series o n the Ouachita River in West
Central Arkansas were conducted during the summers
f 1955> 1956, and 1957. Lake Catherine ,the lower
ake, is a 3,000 acre lake that was impounded in
923 by bhe Arkansas Power and Light Company. Lake
lamilton, created just above Lake Catherine in1931*
>y the same company, consists of 7>2OO acres. Lake
Ouaohita ,whioh covers approximately 40,000 acres,
was impounded in 1952 by the Corps of Engineers
nd is located just above Lake Hamilton.
"The pattern of high original reservoir produc-
tivity followed by gradual decline (in terms of
ngling success and desirable fish production) has
een evidenced in these lakes. Reports from resi-
ents and fishermen on Lake Catherine have indica-
ed that fishing was excellent for the first few
years following impoundment, but has declined in
ecent years. Many believe that the same course
s true in Lake Hamilton. On the other hand, Lake
uachita, since ithas been constructed, has attrac—
ed hundreds of thousands of fishermen as a result
f the angling success that can be had in this new
ake.
"The Arkansas Game and Fish Commission recog—
ized that here v:as an unusual opportunity to study
actors pertaining to fish production and fishing
uccess in three lakes o f widely different ages,
11 located in the same watershed. Therefore, in
une, 1955» "the Game and Fish Commission inaugura—
ed a Dingell-Johnson Federal Aid t o Sport Fish
estoration Project (F—5-R) which was a three year
omparative fisheries study of Lake Catherine, Lake
amilton, and Lake Ouachita. The objectives of this
tudy were to investigate and compare fishing re—
ources of these lakes of different ages and to
make recommendations for management." (Hulsey and
tevenson, 1958 • )
A oreel census was o:.e phase of the comparative26
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Iishery
study of these lakes. The purpose of this
ensus was to compare angling suocess and harvest
f fish inthe lakes and to collect data for future
valuation of experimental management techniques
Stevenson and Hulsey, 1958)*
METHODS
The creel oensus was conducted by one man worki-
ng six days a week during the summer. The creel
ensus clerk, except for the early part of 1955»
as a permanent employee of the Lake Hamilton State
ish Hatchery -who worked on this project during the
ummer months and is the junior author of this pa—
er. A sohedule was set up s o that each lake "was
necked approximately two days each week and oheck-
ng rotated on different days among the three lakes.
An eight-hour day was worked and the oensus periods
were adjusted so as to oheck each lake alternately
from daylight to noon and from noon to thirty min-
utes after dark. Different areas were visited at
eaoh trip to a lake in order to record catohes and
fishing pressure in various sections. Since there
Ire
a number of commercial boat dooks on eaoh lake,
t was deoided that checking fishermen at these
ites would give comparable data. Periodically,
he daily census was made by boat where both boat
nd bank fishermen were checked. However, most of
tie information was obtained from fishermen return-
ing to commercial boat docks. The same form for
recording data was used eaoh summer. The oatoh for
eaoh fisherman was recorded by number and size of
species, as well as information on hours per fish-
ing trip, methods of fishing, time of day most fish
oaught, and the residence of each one in a party.
A reoord of the daily weather conditions including
barometric readings was kept.
LAKE CATHERINE
Reports from boat dock operators and residents
indioate that fishing pressure is greater on Lake
Catherine in the winter and spring than during any
of the three summer months. During colder weather,
good oatohes of largemouth bass and orappie have
been made in the vicinity of the steam generating
plant where exhausted cooling water is expelled
into the lake* This water is usually 10° f warmer
than the lake water. During the summer months, most
27
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of the fishermen on the lake are looal residents
and sportsmen from Malvern, a nearby town. Summer
fishing consists of considerable still-fishing for
sunfish and trotline sets for oatfish.
Table Igives a list of commercial boat docks
*n Lake Catherine where fishermen were
checked,
here are ten public docks renting boats. Two of
these, however, the F. F. A. Camp and Camp Tanako,
cater to olubs and other organizations using their
grounds throughout the summer for short periods of
camping. Most of the out-of-state fishermen were
ecorded at Lake Catherine State Park where there
re oottages for rent and the natural park faoili-
ies are available for camping privileges. Sinoe
many lake residents use their own boats, an esti-
mate of these was made by counting visible boats
>y cottages on the lake. Twenty-seven private fish-
ng boats were counted. No attempt was made to cal—
ulate the number of boats launched from trailers;
lowever, the number was considered small.
Table IIgives a summary of fishing effort and
uccess. The number of fishermen contacted on Lake
atherine was considerably greater in1957 than in
955orl956, Two hundred and twenty-eight fisher-
en were contacted as compared with 87 in1955 an^
.23 in1956. The oatoh-per-man-hour varied slightly
uring the three years with 0.73 in 1955; 0.91 in
956; and 0.84 fish in 1957 giving an average of
.83 fish per man-hour of effort over the three
ears. The pounds of fish caught per man-hour ef-
ort dropped from 0.42 in1955 and 0.49 in I95o to
.28 in 1957* This revealed a reduction in size
f fish caught in 1957. Approximately two-thirds
f the fishermen used live bait, fishing first for
rappie and frequently, as a result of poor success,
ould fish for sunfish. Approximately ninety-three
eroent of the fishermen oensused were from Arkan-
as and most of these were local residents.
I
Fourteen species of fish were represented in the
reel during the three summers. 1The speoies oom-
osition of catch, in order of average percent of
he total, is given in Table III. The prinoipal
ishery in all three years was that of bluegill
of fish used are the acoepted common names
listed inAmerican Fisheries Society, Speoial
Publication No. 1, 1948.
28
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TABLE I
COMMERCIAL BEST LANDINGS ON LAKE CATHERINE
WHERE FISHERMEN WERE CONTACTED
t
Number of
e of Landing Location Rental
Boats
ney's Landing North side, by
Gulpha Creek 4
p Tanako South side, about mid-
way between dams 6
en's Landing North side, immediately
above Remmel Dam 14
dell's Landing North side, immediately
below Carpenter Dam 14
Fada
'
s Landing North side, about three
miles above Remmel
Dam 12
F. F. A. Camp South side, about midway
between dams 10
Grady's Landing South side, about two
miles below Carpenter
Dam 12
Knittel's Landing North side, by Wilson's
sawmill 17
Lake Catherine South side, about one
State Park mile above Remmel Dam 14
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CREEL CENSUS, LAKE CATHERINE
1955 1956 1957 Average Total
Total Hours Cheoked 1?6 l68 144 488
Number Fishermen
Contacted (Trips) 87 123 228 438
Total Fishermen-Hours 409 412 865 l686
Hours Fished per Trip 4.7 3.35 3.84 3,96
Total Fish Caught 302 374 735 1411
Fish Caught per Hour O.73 0.91 0.84 0.83
Fish Caught per Trip 3.47 3.04 3.22 3.24
Tc-tal Weight Fish (Lbs.) 174.0 202.4 239.0 6l5.4
Pounds Caught per Hour 0.42 0.49 0.28 0.40
Pounds Caught per Trip 2.0 I.63 1.05 I.56
ArtificialBait Fishermen 48% 29$ 25$ 34%
Live Bait Fishermen 52% 7l% 75% 66%
Period Most Fish Caught 5 to 6 to 6 to 5:40 to
9 A.M. 11 A.M. 10 A.M. 10 A.M.
Depth Most Fish Caught 5 to 10 to 4 to 6#3 to
20 ft 12 ft 12 ft 14.6 ft
Fishermen from Arkansas 98$ 91$ 89% 92.67%
Out-of-State-Fishermen 2% 9% 11% 7-33$
LSuccessful
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A THREE-YEAR CREEL CENSUS
TABLE III
SPECIES COMPOSITION OF CATCH, LAKE CATHERINE
1955 1956 1957 Avg.
Bluegill Sunfish
A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)









A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.)
13.0 22.0 5.0 13.3
12.7 10.9 10.1 11.2
1.8 0.8 o.i 1.1
Drum
A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs. 4.0 5.0 20.0 9.712.7 H.79.5 11.3o.i 1.0 0.8 0.8
Longear Sunfish
A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.)





A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)









6.QA. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)





6.0A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.)
1.0 5-° 4.0
5.5 6.o 6.9 6.1
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3
Redear Sunfish
A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.
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TABLE III(Continued)
SPECIES COMPOSITION OF CATCH, LAKE CATHERINE
1955 1956 1957 Avg.Speoies
9. Warmouth Bass
A. Peroent of Total 1.0 1.0 3.0 1.J
B. Average Lgth. (in.) 5.0 4.9 7-1 5. 7
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.) 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3
10. Black Crappie
A. Percent of Total 3.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
B. Average Lgth. (in.) 8.4
- -
8.4




A. Percent of Total 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.7
B. Average Lgth. (in.) 11.5 15.2
-
13.4
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.) 1.4 1.9 - 1.7
I.
Flathead Catfish
A. Peroent of Total 0.0 2,0 0.0 0.7





C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.) - 1.8 - 1.8
• Rook Bass
A. Percent of Total 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3










A. Peroent of Total 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
B. Average Lgth. (in.) 11.0
- -
11.0




ish. The percent of bluegills in the oreel de-
eased from 01%, in 1955; to 40$, in 1956; and to
% t in1957* ?he average size increased slightly,
e-growth studies, ho-wever, revealed a stunted
pulation (Hulsey and Stevenson, j>j). oit. ). Large-
uth bass comprised 13/* of the total catch in1955;
% in 1956; and 5# in 1957. The average size of
32
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hese diminished, with lengths of 12*7 inches, 10.9
nches,and 10.1 inches; and vreights of 1.8 pounds,
.8 pound, and 0.7 pound from 1955 through 1957*
he percent of drum caught and retained by fisher-
en increased to 20^ of the catch in 1957- In 1955
nd 1956, the percentages were 4$ and 55» respeo—
ively. The higher number of drum recorded in 1957
as indicative of poorer fishing success for the
ore desirable fish. Longear sunfish appeared to
e abundant in this lake and although numerous
ndersized fish were caught, many were released by
he bream fishermen. The catch ranged frcm 10$ in
955; to 12% in 1956; to in 1957. White bass
ade up 20% of the oatch in 1957 "with an average
ength of 11.3 inches and a weight of 0.7 pound.
Many of these were caught in the headwaters imrae—
lately below Carpenter Dam. In 1956, 1% of the
catch "was white bass and none was recorded in 1955*
White orappie were abundant in 195&, constituting
13$ of returns, whereas none was recorded in 1955
and 5$ in 1957» e size of white orappie averaged
8,4 inches and 0.3 pounds in 195& and 8.8 inohes
weighing 0.5 pound in 1957* Green sunfish were
fairly abundant in the catch of all three years,
however the percentage dropped inl95^. Redear sun-
fish increased to 4% of the catch in 1957* Yarmouth
bass constituted an average of 1.7$ of the catoh.
Black orappie made up yfo of the creel in 1955 "but
none was reported for 195& and 1957* One percent
of the catch in 1955 and 195& was channel catfish
tth
none recorded in 1957» Catfish caught by li
—
nsed commercial fishermen were not included in
ese data. Two peroent of the catch in 195^ was
athead catfish. Rock bass and spotted bass com—




Hamilton is th.e most developed lake in the
ate from the standpoint of number of permanent
mes, week-end cottages, and tourist facilities,
ny residents own their own boats and fish inthe
rly mornings and late evenings. Several of these
shermen were contacted by boat. The majority of
e data was collected, however, by visiting public
at docks and questioning returning fishermen at
ese points. It was found that the more experi—
oed fishermen, as a rule, used their own boats;
33
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it, data collected at public dooks was consideredmparable to data collected on other lakes. Tableshows a list of public boat docks on Lake Ham-ton that were regularly visited for creel oensusrposes. These were representative of various
shing areas on the lake.
Table V gives a summary of fishing effort and
success on Lake Hamilton. The number of fishermen
contacted in 1957 vras considerably greater than
those in1956 and slightly greater than those oen-
sused in 1955. Sinoe the same method of censusing
was used each year, itcan be assumed that fishing
pressure was the greatest in 1957* The catch-per-
man-hour was greatest in1956 with 1.18 fish while
in 1955, the oatch-per-man-hour was 0.73 and in
1957* °-84 fish giving an average of 0.92 fish per
man-hour effort over the three years. Pounds oaught
per hour averaged slightly more in 1957 with 0.57
pounds as compared with 0.42 in 1955 and 0.50 pound
in 1956. Fishing with artificialbait was more
popular than live bait. During the threa years,47$, 66%, and 72% of the fishermen used artifioial
bait respectively. Many of the tourists used live
bait. A type of fishing employed by fishermen seek-
ing large bass was that of trolling with adult giz-
zard shad. This method resulted in slow fishing
but was often effeotive in catching "lunkers."
Early morning and late afternoon
"spot-casting"
for bass, feeding near the surface on sohools of
shad, was the most popular type of fishing. Sur-
face lures cast into the feeding area were usually
effeotive in catching one to two-pound bass. More
out— of—state fishermen were found on Lake Hamilton
in 1957 than in previous years. Fifty-eight per-
oent \58%) were from out-of-state in 1957 as com-
pared with 27^ in 1955, and 33% in 195O.
Table VI shows the species composition and aver-
age size of fish caught from Lake Hamilton. Eleven
species were recorded. Largemouth bass oomprised
the highest percentage of the creel. In 195o> *ke
percentage dropped to 22$ from 34% in the previous
year but inoreased to 38% to 1957* An average weight
of approximately one pound for largemouth bass re-
mained fairly constant all three years. Bluegill
sunfish ranked slightly below largemouth bass in
average percent of total fish checked in the creel
over the three years. Harvest of bluefillinoreased
in 1956 and 1957 °"»"er that of 1955- Tne percen-
tages showed these to make up 11% of the oatoh in
34
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1955 , 44# in 1956 and 35% in 195?.
TABLE IV
COMMERCIAL BOAT LANDINGS ON LAKE HAMILTON
WHERE FISHERMEN WERE CONTACTED
Number of
Name of Landing Location Rental
Boats
Chamber's Near mouth of Hot
Landing Springs Creek 18
Chestnut West end of Big M&zarn
Landing area 6
Dean's Landing Hot Springs Creek 8
File's Landing Three miles above Car-
penter Dam 18
Henderson's Glazypeau Creek, below
Landing Blakely Mt. Dam 8
Hook's Landing North side, one— half
mile above Dam 6
Iittle
Joe's West end, above Little
Landing Mazarn Creek 8
ittleMazarn LittleMazarn Creek 6
Landing
ack's Landing North side, one mile
above Dam 10
iller's Landing West side, near High-
way #270 6
oore'3 Landing South side, by High—
¦way #7 6
orris' Landing South side, on Fouohe
Loupe Creek 10
aim's Landing West side, by Highway
#2^0 6
tewart's West side by Highway
Landing #70 12
DTAL 14 128
The percentage bluegill in195^ surpassed large-
mouth bass but was less in 1955 and 1957- T^e av~
erage size of bluegill checked, increased from an
average length of 5.0 inches, (0.2 pound) in 195535
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CREEL CENSUS, LAKE HAMILTON
1955 1956 1957 Average Total
Total Hours Cheoked 1*]6 l68 144 488
Number Fishermen
Contacted (Trips) 182 115 195 492
Tortal Fishermen-Hours 63O 397 606 1633
Hours Fished per Trip 3.6 3.45 3.57 3.57
Total Fish Caught 457 47° 518 1445
Fish Caught per Hour O.73 1.18 0.84 0.92
Fish Caught per Trip 2.5 4.08 2.6 3.06
Total Weight Fish (Lbs.) 267.5 199.4 343.4 8IO.3
Pounds Caught per Hour 0.42 0.50 O.57 0.50
Pounds Caught per Trip 1.50 I.73 I.76 1.66
ArtificialBait Fishermen 47% 66% 72% 62%
Live Bait Fishermen 53$ 34% 28% 38%
Period Most Fish Caught 5 to 6 to 6 to 5:40 to
10 A.M. 11 A.M. 12 A.M. 11 A.M.
Depth Most Fish Caught 8 to 10 to 4 to 7«3 to
20 ft 15 ft 18 ft 17.67 ft
Fishermen from Arkansas 73$ 67% 42% ol%
Out-of-State-Fishermen 27% 33# 58% 39%
Successful Trips 86% 75% 74% 78%
36
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TABLE VI
SPECIES COMPOSITION OF CATCH, LAKE HAMILTON
1955 1956 1957 Avg.Species
1. Largemouth Bass
A. Peroent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)







0.8 0.8 1,0 0.9
2. Bluegill Sunfish
A. Peroent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.
11.0 44.0 35.0 30.0
5.7 6.3 5.75.0
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3
3. White Crappie
A. Peroent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)









A. Peroent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.




A. Peroent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.)
4.0 2.0 18.0 8.0
6.3 5.65.0 5.5




A. Peroent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.




9.9 xl:l0.7 1.1 o.7
7. Channel Catfish
A. Peroent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.)








A. Peroent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.
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TABLE IV (Continued)
SPECIES COMPOSITION OF CATCH, LAKE HAMILTON
Species 1955 1956 1957 at«.
9* Rook Bass
A. Percent of Total 3.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
B. Average Lgth. (in.) 7.0
- -
7.0





A. Peroent of Total 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3
B. Average Lgth. (in.) * ?.O
-
7.0





A., Peroent of Total 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.1
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
- -
9.0 9.0
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.)
- -
0*4 0.4
to 5*7 inches (0.3 pound), 1956, to 6.3 inches (0.4pound) in 1957* White orappie showed up well in
1955 oonstituting 23# but decreased to 10$ in 1956
and ]$ in 1957* The harvest of black orappie was
comparatively the same in 1955 and 1956 with 15#
of the total, but deolined to 2% in 1957* Inten-
sive orappie fishing normally ooours during April
and May and this period was not inoluded in the
oensus. However, reports from fishermen revealed
that orappie fishing was poor in 1957* Longear
sunfish made up 18% of the total in 195/* increas-
ing from 2% in 195& and 4% in 1955* Drum were re-
oorded all three years. In 1955* drum constituted
3*J in1956, 6%$ and in 1957 3# °* the total. Many
drum were caught by fishermen but released as un-
desirable and consequently not reoorded. Channel
Catfish comprised 5$ of the catch in1955; none was
reoorded in1956 and they made up Q96% of the oatoh
in 1957* Green sunfish, rook bass, spotted bass,
and redear sunfish made up an average of 1.3/° » 1.0J6,
O.39&, and 0.1?& respectively of the oreel during the
three years. No yellow pike perch (walleye) were
reoorded in the oensus although reputable souroes
reported four walleye caught during the three-year
38
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Ieriod. In earlier years,
walleye were caught in
considerable numbers but the population has appar-
ntly diminished as the lake aged.
LAKE OUACHITA
Since its impoundment in the winter and early
pring of 1952-53, Lake Ouaohita has provided ex-
ellent fishing as is generally oharaoteristio of
11 new impoundments. By the end of the summer and
ontinuing on through 1956, phenomenal catches of
mall size black orappie and largemouth bass were
ade. These catches appeared to be made up of those
ish that were stocked during the initial filling
eriod a nd the first—year class spawned from the
riginal stocking. This is especially true of the
lack orappie that was non-existent in the lake
rea prior to stocking from the Lake Hamilton Hatch-
ry. Lake Ouaohita is apparently changing from a
rappie lake to a largemouth bass lake, as the sur-
ey indicates.
I
Table VII shows the public landings, together
ith the number of available rental boats, where
ishermen were contaoted. In the vioinity of each
anding, there is a public access area where pri-
ate boats may be launched. On several occasions
returning fishermen were oensused at these areas.
In addition to the locations listed, there are six
other main aooess areas provided by the Corps of
Engineers. No attempt was made to interview fish-
ermen at these other aooess points.
I
Reference to Table VIIIshows data obtained from
terviewing anglers on Lake Ouaohita. In 1955 »
e number of fish oaught per hour was 1.3 • There
s a deoline in 1956 with O.75 fish per hour and
1957 with 0.80 fish p er hour. The three-year
erage was 0.95 fish per-man-hour . Pounds-oaught-
r-hour was highest in1955 » averaging 0.66, low-
t in1956 with 0.48 pound, and increasing to O.63
1957* Tiie average size of fish oaught increased
1956 and 1957. In 1955 and 1956, livebait fish-
men surpassed those using artificialbait, but
1957* 55# of the fishermen used artificialbait,
e percentage of out—of—state fishermen inoreased
1957» averaging 42# of the tctal. This was un-
ubtedly due to the out-of—state publicity give n
ke Ouaohita and inoreased tourist aooommodations .
e creation and opening of other publio fishing
ters within the state that were more aooessible 39
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TABLE VII
COMMERCIAL BOAT LANDINGS ON LAKE OUACHITA
WHERE FISHERMEN WERE CONTACTED
Number of
Name of Landing Location Rentas
Boats
Brady Mountain Landing South Side 82
Crystal Springs Landing South Side 87
Denby Point Landing South Side JZ
Highway 2*J Landing West End 50
Iron Forks Landing North Side 50
Little Fir Landing West End 30
Mountain Harbor Landing South Side 82
Navy Landing North Side 6z
Spillway Landing South Side 50
Shangri-La Landing South Side oO
Three Sisters Landing North Side 5°
TOTAL 11 6f5
to the residents of Arkansas had a tendency to at-
tract some of the native fishermen to these waters*
Table IX gives the speoies composition of the
atoh in Lake Ouaohita. Blaok orappie constituted
he highest average percentage of all fish in the
reel with an average of 43. J% of the total over
tie three years. Crappie were the dominant fish in
he creel in1955 and 1956* Blaok orappie comprised
8# of the catch in 1955, 54^ in1956, but dropped
;o 29$ in 1957* Tae average size of black crappie
ncreased from 10.0 inches (0.5 pound), in 1955*
;o 10.3 inches (0.6 pound), in1956, to 10.9 inches
0.8 pound), in 1957» n 1955* white orappie rep—
esented 6% of the catch and 1% in 1957- None was
ecorded in 1956. It is possible that early in
955 a fe^ blaok crappie were erroneously recorded
as white crappie since black orappie were stocked
in the lake and this stock appeared to account for
the heavy harvest at this time. Largemouth bass
were second in abundance in the creel. They in-
creased from 15# in 1955# to 18# in 1956, to 3Q#
in 1957» The average size was found to increase 40
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TABLE VIII
CREEL CENSUS, LAKE OUACHITA
1955 1956 1957 Average Total
Total Hours Cheoked 176 l68 144 488
Number Fishermen
Contaoted (Trips) 309 421 301 IO31
Total Fishermen-Hours 1337 2150 1329 48l6
Hours Fished per Trip 4.3 5.1 4,4 4.6
Total Fish Caught 1754 l608 1064 4426
Fish Caught per Hour 1.3 O.75 0.80 0.95
Fish Caught per Trip 5.7 3.82 3*53 4.35
Total Weight Fish (Lbs.) 878 1035.2 802.9 27l6.1
Pounds Caught per Hour 0.66 0.48 O.63 O.5<?
Pounds Caught per Trip 2.90 2.45 2.34 2.56
ArtificialBait Fishermen 1$% AA-% $5% J>9%
Live Bait Fishermen 81$ 56$ 45$ blfo
Period Most Fish Caught 5 to 6 to 6 to 5*40 to
11 A.M. 11 A.M. 12 A.M. 11:20 A.M.
Depth Most Fish Caught 6 to 12 to 4 to 7.^3 to
20 ft 25 ft 25 ft 23.33 ft
Fishermen from Arkansas *JZ?° 80% 70%
Out-of-State Fishermen 20% 20$ 42$ JW/o
Successful Trips 97# 92# S6% 91*6ff>
ininh3o r-l H t-i CM«O04 ,o 0 »H d) "no n 0)*h u a,n3 o h a no a g•O —- SI »4 a «H— W fH M « cd S Cj Ca) n OH o h t4 4>o «si4«>» p,W +> W h t< h fl O h XiO d -r< 1 U J3 wod ,« <j cs «oO U—'0 (4 APi 4> 4* d 0> fa -rt OUm<DjQXiJci*i£l'aazS7lt-i n -f» «jrHS'H^ M M M WVU'rH (J cj Ci-P O CO C -P 0Oft.0-H >H'H!J30OU 1Hf<2 O (UOTtHW C5 Tx, Pr, fr, oj (i £ O rt G I«•OO COW •HJU'CS H<H«>rH O G cH CO rH r-l'd'C)<H O -Cl 0) O <UOP O O O -H .H O O O U -H (U Q> -H jj&HS5 E^We-tfefoHfUCd-iJ^CL, O feOM
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TABLE IX
SPECIES COMPOSITION OF CATCH, LAKE OUACHITA




A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)







0.5 0.6 0.8 0.6
Largemouth Bass
23.7A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)





0.9 1.0 1.1 1.0
3. Longear Sunfish
l6.8A. Percent of Total
B. Average Wt. (in.)
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.)
18.0 10.0 14.9
6.o 6.1 6.2 6.1
0.3 o.3 0.3 0.3
Bluegill Sunfish
6.oA. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.)
8.0 20.0 11.3
6.4 6.45.0 7.7
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3
5. White Crappie
6.0A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.





o.6A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.
3-° 2.0 i.S
6.0 6.8 6.67.o
0.3 0.3 0,5 0.4
7. Smallxnouth Bass
0.7A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.
1.0 1.0 0.1
9.0 12.5 18.0 13.2
1.30.4 0.9 2.5
Rock Bass
0.3 0.5A. Percent of Total
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
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TABLE IX (Continued)
SPECIES COMPOSITION OF CATCH, LAKE OUACHITA
res 1955 1956 1957 Avg.¦Spotted BassA. Peroent of Total 0.0 1.0 0.2 0.4B. Average Lgth. (in.) - 11.8 10.5 11.2C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.) - 0.8 0.9 0.9Warmouth BassA. Peroent of Total 0.0 0.4 0.7 0.4B. Average Lgth. (in.) - 6.8 7.0 6.9




A. Peroent of Total 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1
B. Average Lgth. (in.) 8.0 l6.0 - 12.0




A. Peroent of Total 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1




C. Average Wgt. (Lbs. 7.7
I
Walleye Pike
A. Percent of Total 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.07
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
-
21.0 24.0 22.5




A. Peroent of Total 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.03
B. Average Lgth. (in.)
- -
9.0 9.0
C. Average Wgt. (Lbs.) - - 0.4 0.4
II I II"I I II I I III I! I II * II I I 'I 4-
Iom
10.0 inohes (0.9 pound ) in1955, to 11.3 inches•0 pound) in 1956, to 11.7 inohes (l.lpounds)
1957* Fishermen reported numerous small-sized
rgemouth bass (less than 10.0 inches) as having
en oaught and subsequently released during the
mmer of 1955* In the early years of impoundment,
ny thousands of these small largemouth bass -were
ught and reportedly removed from the lake. Long—
r sunfish have long been a popular pan fish in
e Ouachita River and its tributaries. In Lake43
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uaohita they have grown to an especially desirable
ize and have as a result provided a lotof family-
ype fishing. In 1955* longear sunfish comprised
Q% of the catch averaging 6.0 inches and 0.3 pound,
n 1956 they made up 16% of the catoh and averaged
.1 inches, 0.3 pound. In 1957> their relative num-
ers decreased to 10% and their average size re-
mained about the same (6.2 inches, 0,3 pound). The
eroentage of bluegill sunfish caught in 1955 and
956 was comparatively small but inoreased in 1957*
n 1955, bluegills constituted 8%, in195o, 6% and
n 1957, 20% of the total catch. The average size
noreased from 5.0 inches (0.2 pound) in 1955» to
.4 inches (0.3 pound) in1956, to 7»7 inches (0.4
ound) in 1957. In 1955 and 1956, green sunfish
ade up 3.OJ6 and 2.0%, respectively, of the creel
>ut dropped to 0.6% in 1957* Green sunfish have
eaohed a desirable size and have long provided
ood fishing in the Ouachita River. During the
arly years of impoundment they provided a substant-
ial part of the lake fishing but as populations
f crappie and largemouth bass inoreased, green
unfisb have become a minor part of the catch. Prior
o Impoundment, smallmouth bass were abundant in
he Ouachita River but creel census data showed
nly 1.0% of the oatoh was smallmouth bass in 1955
nd 1956 and 0.1% in 195 7 • Even though rook bass
nd warmouth bass are known to be present in con—
iderable numbers in the tributaries of Lake Ouach-
ta, their percentage of the creel was small. In
he tributary waters, they are an active fish and
rovide good sport fishing. The few reoorded in
he census were caught in the South Fork arm of the
ake. Spotted bass were not numerous, averaging
.4% of the total. No white bass were reoorded. Few
hannel and flathead oatf ish were reported. This
¦ probably due to emphasis plaoed on other types
f fishing in this lake. An endemic population of
ellow pike peroh (walleye) was reported existing
n the river before the lake was constructed; how-
ver, none was tabulated in the oatoh in1955 and
only 0.1% in1956 and 1957. No redear sunfish were
reoorded in1955 and 195o and only 0.1% of the oatoh
was redear in 1957* ** vra 8 believed that redear
constituted a slightly larger portion of the har-
vest than was revealed by the census. Fishermen in
the Avant area, a rather inaccessible region on the
North side of the lake, reported catches of large
redear not included in the oensus . 44
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COMPARISON OF FISHING EFFORT AND SUCCESS
ON THE THREE LAKES
I
Fishing success on Lake Ouaohita, the newest
ke, has been good in so far as individual fish—
g effort is concerned. A new lake attracts a
riety of fishermen, including family groups, and
ese numbers must be taken into consideration
ere averages are calculated. Since party groups
re more numerous on Lake Ouachita, the census
ta may not be truly representative of individual
shing suocess when compared frith data collected
om the other lakes.
Table X and Figure 1 show a comparison of three-
year averages of data relative to fishing suocess.
The number of hours fished per trip varied from
3*?6 on Lake Catherine, to 3»54 on Lake Hamilton,
to 4.60 on Lake Ouachita. Fish caught per man-hour
effort averaged 0.83, Lake Catherine; 0.92, Lake
Hamilton; and 0.95? Lake Ouachita. Pounds caught
per hour were 0,40 on Lake Catherine, 0.50 on Lake
Hamilton, and 0.59 on Lake Ouachita. TLe number of
fish oaught per trip was greater on Lake Ouaohita
with 4.35 as compared with 3«24 on Lake Catherine
and 3«°O on Lake Hamilton. Pounds of fish caught
per trip were likewise greater o n Lake Ouachita
with 2,56 as oompared with I.56 on Lake Catherine
and l.DO on Lake Hamilton. More fishermen (66%)
used livebait on Lake Catherine and on Lake Ouachita
(6l/£) than on Lake Hamilton (38$). Out-of-otate
fishermen were comparatively few on Lake Catherine
with 7»3# as compared with 39$ on Lake Hamilton
and 3°# on Lake Ouachita. Determination of a suc-
cessful fishing trip maybe somewhat questionable*
In this survey, a successful trip was listed where
a fisherman caught a t least one keeper fish. On
this basis there were 75»7?° successful trips on
Lake Catherine, 78 *0^ on Lake Hamilton, and 91.7^
on Lake Ouachita.
COMPARISON OF SPECIES COMPOSITION
Since Lake Catherine and Lake Hamilton are old
lakes, a three-year creel census did not necessar-
ily show trends in species composition. On the
other hand a definite charge wr, s noted in Lake
Ouaohita in that there was a reduction in the har-
vest of orappie in1957 an<* an increase in the per-
centage of largemov.th bass and bluegill sunfish in45
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TABLE X
THREE-YEAR AVERAGE OF DATA COLLECTED FROM




ine ton it a
Hours Fished per Trip 3.96 3.54 4.6
Fish Caught per Hour 0.83 0.92 0.95
Fish Caught per Trip 3.24 3.o6 4.35
Pounds Caught per Hour 0.40 0.50 0.59
Pounds Caught per Trip I.56 1.66 2.50
ArtificialBait Fishermen 34$ 62$ 39$
Live Bait Fishermen 66% 38$ hl%
Out-of-State Fishermen 7*3% 39^ 30^
Successful Trips 75 .T/° 78.0^ 91.7#
the creel for that year. In an attempt to compare
species harvest in all lakes, the average percent
by number of species in the creel for three years
¦was taken.
Table XIand Figure 2 show the three-year aver-
age of species composition. Fourteen species wore
represented in the creel on Lake Catherine with
bluegill sunfish, largemouth bass, longear sunf ish,
drum, white bass, and crappie (both species), re-
spectively, the most common. Eleven species were
recorded from Lake Hamilton with largemouth bass,
bluegill sunfish, crappie and longear sunfish rep-
resenting the major groups. Fourteen species were
recorded from Lake Ouachita with crappie, large-
mouth bass, longear sunfish, and bluegill sunfish
comprising most of the oatch. Bluegill sunfish made
up 44$ o f fish caught o n Lake Catherine, 30$ on
Lake Hamilton, and 11,3$ on Lake Ouachita. Large-
mouth bass constituted 31*3$ of the harvest on Lake
Hamilton, 23 .7$ on Ouachita, and 13.3$ on Cather-
ine. Crappie, both black and white, made up 46.0$
of the Ouachita creel, 22$ of the Hamilton oreel,
but only 7»°^ of the fish caught in Catherine.
Black crappie were the dominant crappie species in
Ouachita, white crappie in Catherine, and about
equally divided between black and white in Hamil-46
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[••V^j Lake Catherine
I Lake Hamilton
qq |;::i;jj Lake Ouachita
s1 0.90 _ j—1 1H J
o 0.80
_ rsa ijilij _J
«> .Vv.-. ;:;:-::
(
0.60 , —a _
g 0.40 _ jijjjj Jilj: _
»• lijiji Ilij!:°-3° - i I I I-n> ># !•:•!: >//•• ijlji- °- 2° - 1 l i 1 -»' 0.10 _ %:¦ ;j{| I ||||| _
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Fish—per-man— hour Pounds— per—man-hour
tg. 1. Comparison of catch in terms of fish-per-man—hour and pound s-per— man-hour effort.
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TABLE XI
THREE-YEAR AVERAGE OF SPECIES COMPOSITION
IN THE CREEL
Percent by Number
Spec ie s Lake Lake Lake
Catherine Hamilton Ouachita
Largemouth Bass 13.3 31.3 23.7
Spotted Bass 0.3 0.3 0.4
Smallmouth Bass 0.0 0.0 0.7
White Bass 7.0 0.0 0.0
Black Crappie 1.0 10. 7 43. 7
White Crappie 6.0 11.3 2.3
Channel Catfish 0.7 1.9 0.1
Flathead Catfish 0.7 0.0 0.1
Walleyed Pike 0.0 0.0 0.0?
BluegillSunfish 44.0 30.0 11.3
Redear Sunfish 1.7 0.1 0.03
Longear Sunfish 9 ./ 8.0 14.9
Green Sunfish 4.0 1.3 1.9
Warmouth Bass 1.7 0.0 0.4
Rook Bass 0.3 1.0 0.5
Drum 9.7 4*° °«0
In.
On Ouachita, Iongear sunfish were caught in
eater numbers than bluegill. Longear comprised
.*/% of the oatch in Ouachita, 9*7^ n Catherine,
d 8.0$o in Hamilton. White Bass made up J% of the
eel in Catherine but none was recorded from the
her lakes. Catching of drum was usually inciden-
1 to the intent of the fishermen, although many
re recorded in the creels of bank fishermen,
ese fish are edible but not highly regarded as
od. Nine and seven— tenths percent (9.7$) °f * ê
eel on Lake Catherine and 4.0$ from Lake Hamilton
re drum.
METHODS OF FISHING
Fishermen using live bait out-numbered artifi-
cial bait fishermen on Lakes Catherine and Ouachita.
Worms and crickets were the most popular live bait
used on Lake Catherine, since bream constituted the
48
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Fig. 2. Three-year average of major species
composition catch.
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Iajor
portion of the fishing. Minnows and worms
ere used extensively on Lake Ouachita. Minnows
ere used primarily in fishing for orappie and worms
or bream. A number of large redear sunfish were
aught along the north side of Lake Ouachita in
957« Sizeable longear sunfish were caught in the
Twin Creeks area of Lake Ouachita. Minnows, worms,
and gizzard shad were the types of live bait com-
monly used on Lake Hamilton. Minnows were used in
fishing for crappie and largemouth bass, worms for
bluegill, longear and redear sunfish, and gizzard
I
had used as bait for largemouth bass. Gizzard shad
ere snagged by casting a treble hook into a sur-
aoing school. The shad was then hooked under the
orsal fin and permitted to run deep where "jumbo"
argemouth bass were often oaught. This method of
ishing was usually slow but appealed to fishermen
esiring to oatch large bass.
More fishermen used artificial than live bait
n Lake Hamilton. In all lakes, more largemouth
ass were taken withartificial lures. Undoubtedly,
ive bait was just as effective but more fishermen
(referred using artificial bait. During the early
>art of June, most bass fishing was done by using
eep running lures and fishing off points where the
ater was deep. During the latter part of June,
uly, and early August, spot casting for largemouth
ass, feeding on schools of shad near the surface,
as popular. This type of fishing was started a
umber of years ago for white bass at a time when
;hey were more plentiful in Lake Hamilton. Top
water and shallow running lures are oast into the
rea as the bass break the surface for the shad. If
he lure hits the proper spot a t the right time,
ass willusually strike the lure. Schooling of
his type usually diminishes around the first of
ugust. During late August most bass fishing was
one with deep running lures in deeper water.
I
Table XIIgives a list of lures found to be most
mmonly used by artificial bait fishermen on the
ree lakes. There are hundreds of lures in use,
wever, there seemed to be a seasonal tendency to
e certain lures. Often times when new lures are
rst put on the market, they may be successful for
short time and then oease to be as effective as
en first used. During the latter part of 1957*
e plastic worm became quite popular and effective
catching bass and replaced some of t he older
re established lures.
50
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TABLE XII
SOME COMMONLY USED ARTIFICIAL LURES
Surface underwater g^g^ %»£.
Spot Tail Peoo Perch Upperman Bomber
Skip Jack River Runt Black Eel Water Dog
Lucky 13 Hell Bender Mr. Champ Hawaian
Wiggler
Jerk Bait Baby Zara Plastic Worm Shimmy
Wiggler
Shadrac Hot Shot Lead Head
Devil Horse Pan Master Spin Fin












Fishing around weed beds, in comparatively shal-
w water with worms or oriokets or using artifi—
al flies,was effective in catching sunfish dur—
g most of the summer in Lake Catherine. In early
mmer crappie were caught in Spencer Bay, Tigre
y, and in a bay west of Spencer Bay, by fishing
pths of from four to twelve feet with minnows,
rgemouth bass were oaught in areas off the main
annel using deep running lures. A number of drum
re recorded in the creel but these were usually
oidentalto fishing for the more desirable bream.
I
Fishing for largemouth bass withartificial bait
peared to be quite popular in Lake Hamilton dur-
g the summer months. Much of this was spot oast—
g. Fishing for crappie was less popular during
e summer months a s these became more difficult
locate and catch. Fishing for sunfish was pop—
ar throughout the summer in many of the marginal
eas particularly in White Oaks Basin. Bays in
51
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the region of mouths of creeks provided fair bass
fishing during the warmer weather.
The number of live bait fishermen on Lake Ouaoh-
ta decreased from 1955 to 1957* This was probably
ue to a decrease in availability of crappie and
n increased effort towards largemouth bass fish-
ng using artificial bait. Fishing success for
argemouth bass remained good all three years and,
nfaot, increased, percentage wise, in1957* Fish-
ng for bass off steep banks was effective inearly
une and August. During July, spot casting for
ass in open water attracted many fishermen. Crap-
ie fishing with minnows was conducted in sheltered
ooded areas in water fifteen to twenty-five feet
eep. Crappie fishing appeared to be best around
ousley Point and the Avant area. Fishermen seek—
ng miscellaneous sunfish were comparatively few
n Lake Ouachita • Good catches of longear and blue-
illsunfish could be obtained around many of the
horeline areas and, particularly, inwater of in—
ndated cultivated fields.
WEATHER CONDITIONS AND FISHING SUCCESS
t
Daily weather reoords were kept in an effort to
termine what effect weather conditions might have
fishing success. Records of the weather, such
cloudy or clear, rain or fair, and barometrio
adings, were made each day. Ordinarily, in Ar-
nsas, the spring rainy season in over by the first
June, and, during the summer, rains are usually
cal showers or thunderstorms of short duration.
Itwas found that impending showers did not often
iscourage fishermen. The number of fishermen on
lake was slightly reduced when it was raining
arly in the morning, particularly during the first
nd middle part of the week. Over a week— end,
loudy weather or local showers seemed to have lit-
le effect on numbers of fishermen. Fishing efforts
ndoubtedly were curtailed during a shower but re-
ords showed as many fish caught per—man— hour ef—
ort during inclement weather as or. clear days •
IThere was found to be no correlation betweenbar-etric readings and fishing success.
CONCLUSION
tin conclusion, the results of greatest signif i—noe in this creel census lie in the comparison
52
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of oatch— per—man-hour of fishing effort and in the
species composition of the oreel. The summer har-
vest of fish does not necessarily reflect the pop-
ulation size but itdoes indioate the oatchability
of certain species during this season of the year
and their relative abundance in the three lakes.
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT OF STANDING CROP AND RATES






Lake Fort Smith is a 525-acre artificial lake
in Crawford County, Arkansas. Impounded inl93& as
a water supply reservoir for the city of Fort Smith,
;his lake is located about 26 miles northeast of
;he city of Fort Smith on the southern slope of the
ioston Mountains and drains into Frog Bayou, a tri-
butary of the Arkansas River. Ithas been the site
of several limnological studies in recent years
Hoffman, 195l» Hoffman and Causey, 1952; and Nel-
son, unpublished thesis, 1954). There are indica-
tions that the lake's sport fishery has markedly
declined during the 23-year lifeof the lake* This
las been particularly noticeable to those lake fish-
ermen primarily interested in catching white crap-> e* > Pomoxis annular is, and the largemouth bass,
lioropterus sa linoides. In hopes that some manage-
ment practice might be designed to improve fishing
.n this and other small man-made lakes in north-
western Arkansas, a cooperative fisheries research
>rojeot between the Arkansas Game and Fish Commis-
sion, the Zoology Department of the University of
Arkansas and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
was established in June, 1957»
The management technique selected for trial has
been an experimental introduction of the threadf in
had, Dorosoma petenense (Gunther), and was aimed
t improving available forage supplies. The
threadf in shad, unlike the gizzard shad, is an ideal
forage fish rarely growing longer than 5 to6 inches
under optimum conditions. Thus, presumably, it
never becomes too large for utilization as food by
he game species in the lake. Although such intro-
uctions have already been carried out in many
outheastern states as well as in southern part of
rkansas by the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission,
ittle basic information is available concerning
ihe effects of these introductions on the estab-
ished fish populations. In order to evaluate the
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effeot of the shad introduction, a knowledge of the
biological conditions which existed in the lake
prior to the introduction is an absolute necessity.
The Lake Fort Smith program was thus designed to
obtain such information. Accordingly, the main
early objectives of the project prior to the intro-
duction of the shad were to determine the present
population composition, growth rates and condition
factors of the game species, the size of harvestr-
able populations, and the current rates of har-
vesting or utilizationof those populations by the
sportsman. The rate of harvesting prior to the
introduction, has been studied by a creel census,
the first eleven months of which are reported upon
ina preliminary fashion by this paperj it is hoped
at a later date to establish confidence limits upon
the estimations of harvest presented herein. A
very preliminary attempt to determine standing crop
has been made based upon rotenone samples made in
early June, 1958* The inaccuracies of this method
and the possibility of completely erroneous conclu-
sions based upon determination • of standing orop
utilizing only rotenone sampling methods are well
appreciated by the authors.
ROTENO1TE SAMPLING METHODS
Reoognizing the shortcomings of the rotenone
method for determining standing crop (Krumholz,
1944 and others) but needing some quantitative es-
timation of standing crop, two sites were sampled
by the rotenone method on June 9, 1958* Soundings
and plane table mappings of these areas were con-
ducted on June 18, 1958. Project personnel with
the guidance of Mr. Raymond Martin and Mr. William
Mathis, Fishery Biologists for the Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission, poisoned two areas generally
typical of the upper area of the lake using 8.2
per cent Powco powdered rotenone in water using a
pump— operated spray. The first site, a shallow bay
of 4.1 surface acres and 4 feet maximum depth was
treated vrith9 pounds of rotenone. The second site,
a portion of the channel of the old stream bed now
having a maximum depth of 12 feet and a surface
area of 2.9 acres was treated with 48 pounds of
rotenone. Additional information concerning these
sites maybe found inCole, Finkelstein and Trenary,
1958 •
The fish poisoned in these areas were collected,
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"weighed and measured over a two—day period. The
shallow bay site was heavily grown with Char a and
undoubtedly was not completely cleared of speci-
mens. This bay is poorly joined to the main lake
by two shallow mud bars which fairlywellprevented
any extensive migration in or out of the poisoned
zone. The channel site has no such natural limits
and was not blocked off by seines being delimited
only by two walls ofrotenone delivered before gen-
eral poisoning was started. Every effort was made
to count only specimens captured within this area.
Unfortunately no means of determining movement in
or out of the area subsequent to the poisoning is
possible utilizing this technique.
Based on size factors (see Cole et al(, 1958)*
all fishes were classed as young, intermediate or
adults after having been sorted to species . Scales
and measurements were taken on a number of speci-
mens but no attempt was made to determine sex of
those specimens. Table Iindicates the estimations
of the adults per acre from these two sites and an
average figure for the lake expressing our only
knowledge about the possible adult population at
tha t t ime •
Just how typical of the entire lake these sites
are is difficult to say. Probably the upper half
of the lake is relatively similar; however, the re-
gion near the dam and the boat dock is largely over
40 feet in depth. Such habitat was not and prob-
ably cannot b e effectively sampled by rotenoning
for reasons of good public relations and thus an
attempt to determine total lake standing crops based
upon such biased data is dangerous. However, since
no other additional means for estimating standing
orop was available at that time, any preliminary
statements made based on such information must be
clearly labeled as tentative. During the second
year of the project, it is planned to develop and
use a boat-mounted electric shocker in gathering
specimens sufficient for a mark and reoapture study.
While there are definite increases in time and ef-
fort needed by such a program, its accuracy and
reliabilityshould be such as to permit a valid
statement concerning standing crop and harvest • It
.s hoped that additional rotenone samples conduc-
ted along with the mark and recapture program may
give some indication of the reliabilityof our pre-
sent effort.
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Based upon personnel and equipment limitations,
it was decided that sufficient accuracy could be
gained "by sampling creels only three of the seven
days in the •week. Since fishing pressure appeared
to be generally highest on the weekends, both Sat-
urdays and Sundays were censused in each week. The
third day was chosen in such a fashion as t o be
sampled one day later eaoh succeeding week. During
the period from April through October, this resul-
ted in each of the five weekdays being sampled
every five weeks. From early November through the
end of March the lake was closed on Fridays, re-
sulting in a sampling of the four weekdays every
four weeks. The lake is officially opened for fish-
ing by Mr. Ira Cole, lake manager, from sunrise
until about one hour after sunset. Usually the
lake opens between 5*30 and 6;00 a.m. during the
warmer months and between 6:30 and JzOQ a.m. dur-
ing the colder months of the year. The creel cen-
sus clerks are due on the lake site, forty miles
3outh of Fayetteville, by 8:00 a.m. This almost
always is in sufficient time to catch the first re-
turning boats. Should any boats be missed at this
time, the lake manager can usually supply suffi-
cient catch data. The clerks remain at the lake
until the last boat returns, usually after sunset.
I
The following information is obtained from the
urning fishermen by the oensus clerk: number of
hermen, not always agreeing with the total num-
of boat ocoupants; tota?. number of hours spent
hing; type of boat used and how powered; type
bait used; and the name and residence of one
ber of the party. Each fish caught by the fish-
en is weighed and measured. Time permitting,
le samples are taken from each specimen for use
the age and growth pnase of the project. At
sent, only creel census data resulting in esti—
ions of total catch or harvest has been analyzed
date.
CRITICISM OF CREEL CENSUSING METHODS
I
Lake Fort Smith is considered nearly an ideal
e for creel censusing. It has only one access
d leading to the one dock and launching site,
remaining shoreline being generally inacces-
le. About 80 per cent of the fishermen using
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the lake fish from boats and most of them use boats
rented by the lake manager. During the period from
July 1957 through June 1958> 1539 boats were ren-
ted or launched, 1431 of -which were rentals. No
boats are permitted on the lake -with larger than
7§- HP motors and no swimming or water-sking is per-
mitted. About 20 per cent of those fishing the
lake, fish from the shore and almost all of these
fishermen use the access road and come to the dock
parking area before leaving the lake. A relatively
small number of local residents walk in about one-
half mile from a dirt road which passes near the
upper end of the lake. These persons are often
missed by the census clerk who makes only unsched-
uled trips from the dock site. The effect of these
fishermen upon the total harvest of the lake is
unknown.
Other errors are also present in the censusing
technique. During the census day, the census clerk
is expected to examine gill nets, wire traps, trot
.ines or other gear which may be in the water. He
ls expected to accomplish this at the most oppor-
tune time and occasionally parties may return to
the dock in his absence. Persons undoubtedly are
also missed who visit the lake during unauthorized
times. Night fishing by boat is prohibited, but
several illegal boats probably used for night fish—
.ng or running illegal gear were confiscated dur-
ing the reporting period. It is known too that un-
authorized shore fishing takes place at night as
well a s during the closed Fridays in the winter.
!he total effects of these errors upon the estima-
tion of total harvest are unknown and while inher-
ent in any creel census, may actually be of more
;han minor importance in the total harvest from a
lake so lightly harvested. On occasion, several
parties as well may arrive at the dock at one time
uring sudden showers, or at night closing times
and the single clerk may not be able to obtain all
;he information desired. Usually, however, the
clerk is able to get enough information for basic
catch and effort estimations. Although these er-
rors are common to many creel censusing operations,
they may show a greater total effect at Lake Fort
Smith because of the very light fishing pressure.
Nonetheless, it is felt that the data presented
represents a reasonably accurate measure of the
total fishing effort for the eleven-month period
from August 1, 1957 through June 30, 1958*
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The data resulting fromthe creel census program
•were expanded for Tables IIand IIIin the follow-
ing manner to develop an estimation of total har-
vest and total fishing pressure per acre per year.
One weekdaya week was sampled and used as the best
estimate of fishing for that four- or five—day per-
iod. To this expanded estimate for the four- or
five-day period was added the total fishing data
gathered from the Saturday and Sunday census fo r
the estimation of t*tal fishing effort and pressure
for the week. In addition, the three main summer
holidays, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, and Labor
Day were treated as special days and were separately
oensused. There seems to be good evidence, unfor-
tunately, that the precis ion of our estimate would
have been greatly enhanced had an extra census day
per week been added during the more heavily fished
summer months (Jessen, in Carlander et al., 1956) •
I
During oertain weeks of the year, "lost" data
ourred. If for some reason the clerk was unable
be on the lake on a scheduled weekday, the oreel
nsus data from the weekday of the previous week
d for the day of the week immediately following
re averaged and that average used as the best
timate for the "lost" day and substituted for it
the expansion. If weather conditions prevented
avel to the lake and ifit could subsequently be
termined that the lake was not fished that day,
at day was treated as if the census taker had
en present on the lake.
RESULTS
I
Preliminary evaluation of the first year's oreel
sus information indioates that Lake Fort Smith
relatively lightly fished. It has a relatively
rate of harvest for unit effort as well whioh
be related to its poorer than average standing
pas estimated by the rocenone sampling. The
June 1958 rotenone samplings indicated a stand-
oror of less than 60 pounds of all speoies and
es of fishes per acre. These samples indicated
rcximately ljadult largemouth bass, 39 white
ppie and 32 bluegill adults per surfaoe acre
s other assorted sunf ishes and catf ishes bring-
the estimation of the average acre's crop to
ut 120 game fish of a size acceptable to the
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TABLE II
EXPANDED TOTAL HARVEST AND FISHING PRESSURE
DATA, LAKE FORT SMITH, 1957-58





of fishermen hours 13»l6o
Estimated total number
of fish harvested 4,905
Estimated weight of
fish harvested 1,646.4 lbs.
Estimated pounds of
harvested game fish/acre/year 3.14 lbs.
Estimated number of
harvested game fishes/aore/year 9*33
Estimated man hours
of angling/acres/year 25,04 hrs.
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EXPANDED TOTAL HARVEST BY KIND, PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL CATCH IN POUNDS AND NUMBERS
LAKE FORT SMITH, 1957-58
Total % of Total % of
Number Total Weight TotalCommon Name
(Lbs. )





White orappie 2,222 45-3
Black crapple 193 3.9
Longear sunfish 54 1.1
26.9Bluegill sunfish 1,320 292.9 17.8
24.8 1.5Spotted bass 45 0.9
Smallmouth bass* 4 0.1 3.8 0.2
1.6Green sunfish 80 15.3 0.9
Warmouth 122 2.5 38.3 2.3
Channel catfish l6 0.3 26.3 1.6
6.3 0.4Flathead catfish 13 o.3
4,905 99.9 1,646.4 99.9TOTALS
•Probably are misidentif ied spotted bass.
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Iportsman.
The data from this pair of rotenone
amplings are given in Table I. Based only upon
his information, it is possible to make only a
ery hazardous guess that the adult game fish pop-
lation in the lake in June 1958 included about
0,500 white crappie, l6,7OO bluegill and 9,100
argemouth bass, and l7>000 additional sunfishes
nd oatf ishes of an acceptable size. Assuming that
recruitment has been balancing natural mortality
up to the time that the rotenone samplings "were
conducted, a very rough approximation of percentage
of total harvest of the total yearly adult popula-
tion can be made. Such an approximation has been
reached in Table I. The oolumn labeled estimation
f total population existing in the lake from July
957 through June 195 8 is the sum of the population
n June based on the rotenone samples plus the es-
imated yearly harvest. Utilizing these figures,
t is possible to compute the percentage of adult
ame fish harvested by fishermen during this per-
od. This is included as Column 9 in Table Iwhich
ay be compared with Column 7 (p er cent of total
arvest) of the same table. These figures, of lim-
ted accuracy, appear to indicate rates of harvest
f about 10 per cent for three of the four predom-
nant game species as determined by the rotenone
amplings. Such a rate of harvest must be con-
idered very light. A further examination of the
roportions of adults harvested versus the propor-
iions of adults present in the lake indicates a
lose relationship for the largemouth bass, blue-
illand white crappie. The warmouth apparently
s the third most common fish in the lake accord—
ng to the rotenone samples and represents about
0 per cent of the total adults but it is relatively
nimportant in the creel representing only 2 per
ent of the catch. A similar situation is felt to
xist regarding the green sunf ish which is not in-
luded in Table Isince adults were not taken by
he rotenone sampling technique and also for the
ongear sunfish which are much more common in the
ake than is indicated by the rotenone data. TJn-
oubtedly the poor representation of these three
pecies in the creels of the average fisherman is
elated to their relative undes irability and small
size. Additionally, fishermen in Lake Fort Smith
do not utilize fishing methods designed to catch
these species. This is essentially similar to the
problem pointed out regarding the black crappie in
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Lake by Rioker, 1942. This may be further no-
d by an examination of Table VI, whioh considers
e composition of the fisherman's catoh by quar-
rs during 1957 a»d 1958. It is interesting to
te that largemouth bass and bluegill are gener-
ly present in about equal numbers in the oreel
cept in the late winter period when the large—
uth bass is about the only species taken. The
ite crappie on the other hand fluctuated from
ing absent in the late winter creels to being
e most commonly taken fish during the spring per-
d.
I
A summary of the expanded total harvest and fish—
g pressure data from Lake Fort Smith during the
57-1958 season is included as Tables IIand III.
figure of 9»33 game fishes harvested per acre
r year during this period roughly corresponds
th the level of fishing pressure computed in the
evious paragraph. Estimated harvest of pounds of
me fish per acre is in the order of 3.14 pounds
r aore per year. In order that a comparison of
shermen use of the lake, rates of success, total
mbers of days oensused and ether such data can
presented by quarters, Table IV is presented.
I
Since this paper and its companion paper by Dr.
mes Stevenson and Clinton Richards represent the
itialreports for creel census in the State of
kansas, data have been gathered from similar
eel oensuses outside the state and presented in
ble V for comparative purposes.
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY CREEL CENSUS BY CLUARTERS
- JULY, 1957 THROUGH JUNE, 1958
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
===:
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Total
No. of days checked 26 35 33 33 127Number of hours checked 272 188 197 247 904No. of fishermen contacted *]A2 92 Il6 895 1>845
No. of trips 317 47 56 391 811Total fishermen hours censused 3,142.0 340.25 413.25 4,055.50 7,951.00
No. wf successful trips censused 159 l6 11 181
'
367Ave. No. of hours in successful
triP 11.95 9.67 9.80 12.52 *io.99No. of unsuccessful trips 158 31 45 210 444
Ave. No. of hours in unsuccess-
ful trip 7.99 5.98 6.78 8.52 *7-32Total No. of fish caught 978 84 23 1,686 2,771
Ave. No. of fish caught/trip 3.08 1.79 0.41 4.31 3.42
Ave. No. of fish caught/hour O.32 0.27 O.o6 0.41 O.35
Total weight of fish caught 418.9 30.5 20.9 626.4 1,096.7
Wt. of fish caught/trip 1.31 0.65 0.91 1.60 1.35
Ave. Yft. of fish caught/hour 0.13 0.09 O.37 0.15 0.14
No. of fishermen on shore 80 23 28 62 193
Per cent of fishermen on shore 10. 7 25. 0 24.1 6.9 10. 5
No. uf fishermen in paddlebaats 49 5 4 29 87Per cent cf fishermen in
paddleboats 6.60 5.43 3.44 3.24 4.7
No of fishermen in motorboats 6l3 64 84 804 1»565Per cent of fishermen in
motrrboats 82.6 69.6 72.41 89.8 84.8
•Not -weighted.
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TABLE V
COMPARATIVE FISHING RESULTS, LAKE FORT SMITH, 1957-58 WITH
OTHER WARM-WATER LAKES
1957-58 1956-57 Clear Fort Fort
Ft. Smith Spavinaw1 Lake 2 Gibson3 Gibson4
Pounds harvest/A./Yr. 3.14 11.2 24.13 62. 0 74.6
Man hours angling/A/Yr. 25.04 12.40 55.11
Ave. hours successful trip 10.99
Ave. no. caught/hour O.35 0.9 1.22
Ave. wt. caught/hour (Lbs.) 0.14 O.75 0.44
No. game fish harvest/A./Yr. 9.33 11.10 67.03 101.0 155.2
Jackson, 1958.
2Represents only harvest from June 21 through August 31. Author estimates that
total annual harvest approaches 60 pounds per acre, with 150 man hours recreation
(fishing only) per acre. (Di Costanzo and Ridenhour, 195?)
3Fort Gibson Reservoir data from Houser, 1958. Data from December, 1954 through
September, 1955.
4Fort Gibson Reservoir data from Houser, 1958. Data from September, 1955 through
August, 1956.
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COMPOSITION OF FISHERMAN'S CATCH BY QUARTERS, 1957-58
ptqtj <, D1Pr,Tir<; Ju1y-S ept. 0c t.-Dec. Ja n.-Mar. April-June TOTALFISH SPECIES No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
Largemouth bass 289 29.55 18 21.4 l6 69.6 299 1?.? 622 22.4
Smallmouth bass 5 0.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 0.2
Spotted bass 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 4.3 26 1.5 27 1.0
Warmouth 22 2.2 3 3.6 0 0.0 6l 3.O 86 3-1
White crappie 197 20.1 28 33.3 0 0.0 862 51.1 1087 39.2
Black crappie 34 3.47 4 4.8 0 0.0 64 3.8 102 3.7
Bluegill 371 37.9 25 29.8 6 26.1 336 19.9 733 26.6
Longear sunfish 25 2.6 1 1.2 0 0.0 15 0.9 41 1.5
Green sunfish 25 2.6 4 4.8 0 0.0 21 1.2 50 1.8
Channel catfish 6 0.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.1 7 0.3
Flathead catfish 4 0.4 1 1.2 0 0.0 1 0.1 6 0.2
TOTAL 978 84 23 l686 2771
fisherman hours
sampled 3142 3*0.25 413.25 4055.5 7951.0
DAYS CHECKED 26 35 33 33 127
NO. OF FISH CAUGHT
PER HOUR 0.311 0.247 O.O56 0.4l6 0.349
ooHoa,o CO CM M3-C"-. CMON r-tcnM«t3o ow wQ M55 W O H<< J W foSO* WS s o fejM oen w >h eno-a!w cdC/) »3HO
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NOTES ON THE SALAMANDERS OF ARKANSAS





While working with collections o f salamanders
from small streams, springs, and caves in the vicin-
ity of Batesville (independence County), Arkansas,
one larval form was found which could not be iden-
tified with any known species. Because of the num-
ber of costal groves (l5-l6),and the number of in-
tercostal folds between toes of appressed limbs
(4—5-6), the specimens willnot fitBishop
'
s (1) de-
scription of larval Typhlotriton nereus or of JP.
spelaeus . (Fig. 1.)
In this paper lam presenting evidence that this
salamander is at least partially neotenio, that it
varies from the larvae of Typhlotriton spelaeus in
certain measurements and that for a portion of its
life bears many light organs distributed in a regu-
lar pattern. Also presented are some interesting
aspects of its life history.
These larval salamanders were very abundant in
one spring (Fair Spring) and present in lesser num-
jers in several other places. Several hundred spec-
imens have been collected during the past year,
ranging from unhatched larvae to sexually mature
but unmetamorphosed individuals.
Collections have been made monthly from several
Locations and have provided ample material for
studying the reproductive cycle. Efforts were made
to oollect this salamander over a wide area to de-
termine its range and habitat. During June and
July, 1958* collecting activities were extended
about 100 miles west and north of the original lo-
cations. Specimens from Hurricane Cave and a large
spring west of Marshall (both in Searcy County)
represent the westernmost collections and Howell
County, Missouri, the northernmost. None has been
Financial assistance provided by Arkansas Col-
lege is acknowledged.
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Iollected
in the Ouaohita Uplift to the south of
atesville. The bottomland on the Black and White
ivers on the east of Independence County serve as




-water in the springs from whioh this sala-
nder has been obtained varies from 57~*6o° F. and
om 6.1 to 6.7 in pH. The water is usually clear
d free from silt and trickles or boils from sand
gravel in the bottom to form a free flowing
ream. In Cushman Cave, the water descends through
series of tubes and emerges as a swift flowing
d tumbling stream with gravel beds at intervals.
I
No specimens are seen until they have been dis-
rbed by stirring of the gravel, at which time
ey may sometimes be seen scurrying for cover,
metimes they are fouiid under large flat rocks,
en disturbed in swift water they are swept along
the current for a short distance and are thus
sily caught in a net placed in the current. In
reams coming from caves they are sometimes seen
awling along the bottom in the twilight zone,
en disturbed by light they disappear in a few
oonds. When collected and placed in jars with
ter, they qtiickly die if the water becomes warm,
wever, they can withstand temperatures up to 7^°
if the water is aerated. Specimens kept in the
boratory for several months have fed o n Gamma-
s from time to time.
DESCRIPTION
i
These salamanders have been found only as lar-
e, or neotenic individuals,^- with mature total
ngth of 90 to 120 mm., bedy length 50 to 60 mm.
d wide heads, often with prominent parotoid
ands. A prominent groove extends from between
e posterior ends of the parotoid glands poster-
Since this paper was prepared, three adults have
been collected whioh appear to be the same species.
At least one has normal eyes. It seems best to as-
sume that both larvae and adults are variants of
Typhlotriton spelaeus Stejneger.
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Irly
to near the origin of the caudal fin. The
gs are slender. There are four toes on the front
et and five on the rear. There are fifteen or
xteen oostal grooves and usually four to six in-
roostal folds between the toes of the appressed
mbs. The tail makes up 45-65 per cent of total
ngth. The tail is much compressed posteriorly
d bears a rather wide fin dorsally, somewhat nar-
wer ventrally and with the end pointed.
I
The dorsal and lateral ground color is light
own. Usually there is an irregular yellowish
own band mid —dorsally and dorso -lateral bands
rmed by a series of 20-30 yellow spots. Sometimes
row of ventro-lateral spots is also present.
I
Some or all of these spots have a light organ
the center which glows brightly while the animal
alive and healthy. In preservative those light
gans appear as white dots in the center of the
rger yellow spots.
IChromatophores
form a netlike pattern over the
se color and when fully expanded the dorsal side
xcept for the edge of the fin which remains yel-
w—brown) appears dark. When the chromatophores
e contracted, the dorsum is light colored. Old
dividuals seem to lose the pigment from the chrom—
ophores and also the yellowish background so that
ey appear flesh-colored, with the yellow spots
ohanged .
I
Light organs occur in a circle around the eyes
d extend forward in a band from each eye to the
per lip in the region of the naso-labial groove
ere the band extends back along the upper lip to
st above the ends of the gular fold. A short row
8 or 10 organs starts at the dorsal end of the
erculumand extends forward to the posterior edge
the lateral lobe of the parotoid gland. Full-
own individuals have prominent parotoid glands.
I
The venter is flesh-colored with the heart show-
g through the body wall as a deep red or maroon
ot just posterior to the center of the gular fold,
ere are three epibranohials on each side; these
ve numerous, fairly short rami, are biconvex in
tline and densely ciliated.
I
The eyes vary greatly in development. In shaded
rings or where access to a subterranean stream
available, the older individuals may be almost
ghtless, the eye covered by growth of the sur-
unding tissue.
One is at once struck by the heavy-set appear-
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ance of the older individuals. Those above 5° nun
in body length (90-100 total) are all more than 10
mm in diameter midway between the pectoral and pel-
vio girdles.
The males over 6o mm and the females over 80 mm
in total length appear to be sexually mature •
Neotenywas early suspected since only the large
"larvae" were found with the newly-hatched young
around the outlets of springs. Proof of neoteny
was not obtained until later when the large females
became swollen with eggs.
LIFE HISTORY
In one particular spring we have followed the
activities of this salamander closely. This is Fair
Spring, located about 3"i"iniles southeast of Cushman
.n Independence County, Arkansas. Water flows from
several outlets in the wet season and the balance
of the time water flows up through a gravel bed,
creating a boiling effect. The water temperature
tays between 57 and 6o°. The flowing water oreates
stream about 3 feet wide, 3 inches deep and ap-
iroximately 100 feet long, at which point it tura-
>les down a short, rocky slope and runs into Polk
ayou. The first collection was made the first of
anuary, 1958* a"t which time very small larva, and
'ull
—
grown gilled individuals were very abundant
in the first 100 feet of the small stream as well
s in the spring pool. Until disturbed, all sizes
nd ages stay well down in the gravel or under
tones and their presence would not be auspocted.
'hey were easily captured with a nylon aquatic net
nd a potato rake. Associated with these salaman-
ers is the salamander Eurycea longicauda melano—
leura. Small arthropod's including Onisous and
ammarus furnish most of the food for the salaman-
ders .
I
When the salamanders are disturbed, the larger
nes eagerly devour the smaller ones. When the
pecimens are dropped into formalin after capture,
requently various recently— swallowed food items
re regurgitated, including smaller salamanders.
I
The fully-developed individuals remainwell dis-
ributed the length of the spring-runs from early
anuary until August or September . After the first
olleotion from Fair Spring, collecting was re-
tricted to sampling the gravel at intervals to
scertain the presence and abundance of these sal-
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Bnders . A few were retained each time and thet eleased .
tin
May and June the largest females appeared to
swollenwith eggs. Dissection revealed oviducts
1 filledand the ovaries still enlarged and pro-
ing eggs. It was hoped at the time that Iwould
able to follow the reproductive cycle although
as somewhat puzzled by the development of eggs
the early summer.
However, from July through December, 1959» the
large females had disappeared from the stream, while
fairly large males remained. Since the spring at
that time was producing a comparatively small amount
of water, the spring pool was small, about 4 feet
across and 3 or 4 inches deep, with water boiling
up through fine gravel. In August, Idecided that
the large females and probably part of the males
must be migrating into the underground stream.
Since there was no open outlet, it seemed likely
that some individuals might be deep in the gravel
through which the water flows. Gravel and water
were dipped out with a bucket and emptied on dry
ground. Several full-grown specimens were taken
from each bucket of gravel for a s far down as we
could go, which was about 2 feet. Coarse rocks and
gravel were beneath the fine gravel. Later on we
oounted the males and females we had collected over
a ten—month period and found we had *]4 percent males
and 26 percent females. This seemed to indicate
that a s sexual maturity approaches, the females
first, then the males follow the stream of water
baok into the ground, where egg laying takes place.
The young come out into the open shortly after hatch-
ing, about December 15 to January 1. The adults
reappear at the head of the head of the streams in
January and move down-stream during the next few
weeks .
During the period of time covered by the above
notes, that is, January 1, 1958 until March 15 »
1959f Ihave also followed the life history of this
salamander in two other locations, following the
same schedule. Cushman Cave is about 3 miles west
of the town of Cushman. This very large cave has
a swift stream meandering throughout its length,
often under masses of fallen rock. Inside the en-
trance and to one side, the water drops almost ver-
tically through a natural tube in the limestone and
reappears as a spring about 100 feet below the
oave. The distribution and size of individuals was
identical with those of Fair Spring. On December
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31, 1957* a group of "boy scouts and Ifollowed the
stream of water throughout its length, much of the
time on hands and knees. V<re stirred the gravel an<
caught the outwash. Many tiny larval salamanders
•were captured, some just hatched; the rest still ±n
the gelatinous egg membranes. Various white blind
arthropods were also captured. No adult salaman-
ders were obtained at this time. 2 Adults of Eurycea
luoifuga and JD. longioauda me la no pleura are fairl;
common in the cave.
We were working in the oave trying to fine
Typhlotr iton spelaeus , which we assumed should be
there, and supposed that we had the eggs and young
of that species, or if not, then of JE. lucifuga or
JE. longicauda melanopleura . The same large "larvae"
we later collected from Fair Spring were collected
in number from the stream below the spring in the
valley below Cushman Cave. These, too,we supposed
to be Typhlotriton spelaeus . When the tiny larvae
were examined, they were found to be the same spe-
cies as the larger larvae. For the next few months
we carefully examined every cave we could find and
get into in an ever—widening circle around Bates-
ville, finally working in southern Missouri where
one adult of _T. spelaeus was found, but few larvae
and these somewhat different from the many hundrec
larvae we had accumulated.
We finally had collections o f this salamander
from 14 locations, alllarvae. This year the cycle
of reproduction was identical to that of last year.
On December 29* we went through Cushman Cave again
in the same manner as a year earlier. We got the
same-sized larvae and eggs, no large specimens. The
main difference was that this time Ifound the eggs
attached singly to the edges of rocks in the swi^
current. The large amount of yolk in the unhatched
eggs makes them easy to see as they are moved back
and forth by the current.
The spent females return to the open stream
after depositing their eggs and in both years were
common just below the springs we studied, later be-
ing found some distance from the spring. Then in
July or August they reverse their direction and re-
enter underground streams, leaving the males to
2
One adult has since been captured in this oave.
It has normal appearing eyes and is smoky colored.
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follow. Their body cavities are filled withfat at
this time and it is possible that little feeding
is done underground before egg laying.
Although neoteny in this salamander was suspec-
ted shortly after the first few collections, itwas
Et until the second season that Ifelt that it haden demonstrated.
We kept specimens that were collected in July
in the laboratory until March. Experiments using
potassium iodide and beef thyroid to induce meta-
morphosis were unsuccessful. This work is contin-
uing. Positive identification as to species, or
even to genus cannot be made with the larvae, al-
though there is littledoubt in my mind that it is
a form of Typhlotriton .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The life history of an unidentified neotenio
salamander was studied carefully over a large area
for the past 15 months. These conclusions were
reached, based on accumulated data:
(l) The larvae show significant variation from
published descriptions of Typhlotriton spelaeus
and Typhlotriton nereus , although they occir in a
type of habitat usually occupied by these species.
(2) The presence of a definite pattern of light
organs appears to be unique.
(3) The sexually
—
ma ture individuals enter
underground water in the late summer to lay their
e £g s » "tke exact date is not known. In all cases
where complete records have been obtained, the very
young larva appear in the spring pools and hatching
eggs have been found on about January 1 of each
1(4)
The spent adults reappear in the open
reams before the young larvae appear and slowly
read downstream until midsummer, at which time
ey return to enter the springs for breeding.
(5) No name is suggested in this paper because
uncertainty as to the affinities with other sal-
anders. Studies now inprogress may provide suf—
cient information to classify the organism pro—
rly in the near future .3
the above was written, adults have been ob-
tained. They agree in most respects with the de-
scriptions of Typhlotriton spelaeus Stejneger.
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THE ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE







In the extensive upland and floodplain, hardwood
orests of Arkansas are found tht fox squirrel
Soiurus niger Linnaeus) and the £ray squirrel
Sciurus carolinens is Graelin), probably two of the
ost sought after game animals in the state.
It was the opinion that there was a very notice—
ble relationship between the different types of
pland mixed-oak forest and the numbers of fox and
ray squirrel leaf-nests, 1which may be used as an
ndex to squirrel populat ion(l), appearing therein,
t was recognized that here was an unusual oppor-
unity of study. In order to more closely corre-
ate this theory, an attempt was made in the for-
ulation of this paper: a comparative study between
he woody vegetation of two mixed-oak forest plots,
ne being in xeric upland forest and the other in
mesic type situation, with the corresponding oc-
urrence of squirrel leaf-nests in these areas.
LOCATION AND SIZE
The areas chosen for this study were two 50 acre
plots located (Fig. l) in the Lake Wedington area
of Washington and southern Benton counties, Arkan-
sas. These areas had been already established and
mapped previously fora squirrel leaf-nest study(3)
and were labeled Areas No. 1 and No. 4. For the
The writers wish to express their thanks to Dr.
E. E. Dale, Assistant Professor of Botany, for his
very helpful suggestions in the prepara tion of this
paper, to the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission for
the squirrel leaf-nest census figures, and to all
others who gave helpful information.
I^Nests constructed of leaves or sticks in limbs,t in cavities of trees.
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Figure 1« A map of the Wedington area in
Washington and southern Benton Counties,
Arkansas, showing the location of Areas A
and B.
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turpose of this paper, "A" has been substituted foro. 1 and "B" for No. 4, and all future mention to
hese areas will be Areas A and B.
METHODS
A systematic— random plan was used in sampling
the trees in the areas by first mapping off the
rea into plots and then randomly seleoting the
ransects from each plot. The method of sampling
mployed in this study was the "arm-length tran-
ect" method, a method which makes use of ones out
—
tretched arms. All trees within reach while pac-
ing off sixty feet are recorded; the result being
one sample quadrat, 6 X 60 feet. This method was
selected because of its ease and resulting effici-
ency. A total of sixty -one transects were sam-
pled in each of the two areas.
IAll trees sampled were placed into size olas-es, thus obtaining a standardization of sampling,he size classes were designated 1, 2, 3> 4, and 5
as follows :






The data were compiled in a manner similar to
ethods used by Curtis and Mclntosh(2). From this
ata the frequencies (number of sample plots in
tiich a species occurs), densities (number of in—
ividuals of a given species over a given area),
asal areas (amount of solid tree per acre), and
mportance percentage (i.P.) (average of the rela-




giving an index o n the importance of
species in a community) of all species were de-
ermined. All procedures on the oensusing of squir-
el leaf-nests are outlined in "Squirrel Investi-
ations"(3).
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RESULTS
It was established by the 1957 squirrel leaf-
nest census that there were more leaf—nests in Area
A,with 52 nests, than inArea B which had 25 nests.
In the 1958 census, Area A had 60 nests as compared
to 34 nests in Area B. When the two years were
averaged, Area A had an average of 56 nests as com-
pared with 29 .5 nests in Area B.
It was found that Area A had a density of 548.5
trees per acre as compared to 435»6 trees per acre
in Area B. There was also a noticeable difference
in total basal area in that Area A had an average
of 256.14 square feet per acre as compared to 169.IO
square feet per acre in Area B.
I
One would normally assume by the above figures
at Area A would have a greater basal area because
the higher density. This was found to be true,
t when the B. A. factor (average basal area in
uare feet) was calculated, it was found that the
A. in size olasses 1 and 2 were the same in both
eas, whereas the remaining size Classes, 3> 4,
d 5, in Area A had larger B. A. factors than the
me classes in Area B, thus indicating that Area
had a greater number of large trees than did Area
I
An interesting and obvious factor evident when
e figures of the two areas were compared, were
e dominant trees (species that control and char—
terize the comraunity(4 ) ) of the areas (Table I).
though some of the white oak were larger* the
vious dominant of Area A, in toth density and
sal area, was the black oak. When the I.P. was
loulated, it was found that the black oak had a
gh percentage of 33.4><o. In Area B, black oak
ted only a 10.4^ as oomps red to a dominant 3o.5fr
r post oak, which had the high density and basal
ea. It might also be noted here that both spe-
es had the highest relative frequencies in their
spective areas.
I
Each area had several other species which rated
gh in dominance. In Area A, white oak had an I.
of 22.2 and post oak 20.1. Blackjack oak had
ss than 10£& with an I. P. of 9.6. This species,
w in Area A, rated very high in Area B, closely
llowing post oak with an I. P. of 29.3. Other
ecies of importance, but of lesser degree in Area
were white oak with an I. P. of 11.7 and blaok
k with an I. P. of 10.4. Allother species of
80





rHE SPECIES OF TREES, CENSUSED FROM THE SUBJECTAREAS, SHOWING THE RELATIVE FREQUENCIES, DEN-SITIES, BASAL AREAS, AND IMPORTANT PERCENTAGES
IN ORDER OF MOST DOMINANT TO LEAST DOMINANT
(Species Listed in Order of Dominance )
Rel. Rel. Rel.
Species Freq. Dens. B. A. I. P.
AREA A
Black Oak 28.9 31-5 39.7 33.4
















Acer rub rum L.)
.Id Black Cherry 1.4





Ca s tanea ozark-














|.ack HickoryCarya texana 1.4 0.7 0.5 0.9
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TABLE I(Continued)
Rel. Rel. Rel.
Species Freq. Dens. B. A. I.P.
AREA B
Post Oak 32.7 38.6 38.1 36.5

































10th areas were less than 10
l
/o in frequency, den-
ity, and basal area and so were not considered as
nportant in dominance in these communities.
CONCLUSIONS
I
The difference in the size relationship and num-
ers of the trees in the two areas result primarily
rom the moisture factor, influenced by slope, ele-
ation, light, insulation, and evaporation. The
orest in Area A, with ravines dissecting the area
everal different ways, is in a very moist situa-
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ion located immediately adjacent to the southern
nd of Lake Wedington, whereas Area B inoloses the
outh peak of Twin Mountains which are located
pproximately north of the Wedington Fire Tower,
ecause of the similarity of soil composition, "both
eing largely composed of a gray limestone, which
s the Boone Formation (5 )» it is felt that this is
f no importance.
The disturbance factor in connection with the
rees of the two areas is considered of no impor—
a nee. This factor includes lumbering and hunting,
umbering is not considered too important since
either area has been known to have been logged for
t least the last 25 years. Hunting may have some
earing although it is doubtful that any correla-
ion can be made since Area A, withmore leaf—nests,
as a higher hunting pressure due to being more
ccessible (closer to the paved road) than is Area
which is far back in the forest.
I
In Area A, there is a larger percentage of white
nd blaok oak than in Area B. Besides providing
arge trees that make good habitats for dens for
quirrels, the white oak, particularly, produces
ery good mast (nut crop) which squirrels relish.
With the larger trees, larger number of trees,
arger variety of trees, and with an increased
ariety of food, Area A begins to show some meaning
n correlation to number of squirrel leaf-nests
>resent. Though we could hardly point to any one
'actor and infer that it is the important factor,
ne could state that because o f all J f the more
avorable interacting conditions of the prevailing
ommunity in Area A, there would be a greater abun-




A comparison study was undertaken to see if
here was a correlation between the number of squir—
el leaf—nests and size and species of trees in two
ifferent types of mixed oak forests; one in a
esic situation and the other in a xeric type.
L2. Factors such as mo isture , soil, and distur-nces were taken into consideration.
3. Factors such as densities, frequencies,
basal areas, and importance percentages of the
trees were compared and it was found that there
were more species, they were closer together, and
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they had a larger over-all basal area in Area A as
opposed to Area B.
4. There are approximately twice as many leaf-
nests in one area (Area A) as the other (Area B).
5. It vras concluded that no one faotor was re-
sponsible for the difference in comparative num-
bers of leaf-nests, but that the interaction of all
the conditions observed were responsible for the
differences in the two communities; the result
—
Area A has a more favorable habitat for squirrels
than Area B.
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AN INVENTORY IN 1957 OF THE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE WILD TURKEY (Meleagris gallopavo
silvestris Vieillot) IN THE OZARK






Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
I
The only previous evaluation of the distribu—
ion and abundance of the wild turkey (Melegris
allopavo s ilves tris Vieillot)in the Ozark Plateau
egion of Arkansas was made between 1942 and 19^6
Holder, 1951; Tolar, 1948). That survey, like the
resent one, came at a time of aroused interest in
restoring the ";vild turkey to the formerly occupied
parts of its range. In view of the current renewed
interest in restoration attempts it is important
to a proper evaluation of the efficacy of the pro-
cedures employed to know first the changes in the
extant populations during the last decade.
The story of the wild turkey in the Ozarks, al-
though not documented accurately, is a history of
declining abundance resulting from the gradual
depravation of the mature forest habitat through
Icessive
lumbering and subsequent agricultural
nd-use practices. Apparently, this process began
fore the turn of the century and culminated about
20, which is both the median and modal year for
e disappearance of the wild turkey in the coun—
es where itwas completely exterminated (Holder,
5l), and the modal year for the peaks in rural
man populations in counties concerned (Metzler,
40; Tarver, 1950; Holder, ibid.). The changes
ich have produced the current interest in return—
g the turkey to its former range originated with
e beginning of the general exodus in the human
pulation from the mountainous parts of the Ozark
ateau, and simultaneous expansion of the Ozark
tional Forest. Both of these events were favor—
le to the rehabilitation of the forested turkey
bitat.
This investigation is a part of a cooperative
research projeot jointly sponsored by the Arkansas
Game and Fish Commission, the University of Arkan-
sas and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Spe-
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cial acknowledgement is due the personnel of the
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission, Arkansas Forest
(ervice and U. S. Forest Service who responded tohe inquiry concerning the wild turkey, and to
arold E. Alexander for his valuable assistance.
METHODS AND RESULTS
I
A questionnaire (Fig. l) together witha letter
f explanation was mailed to the personnel of the
rkansas Game and Fish Commission, Arkansas Forest
ervice and U.S. Forest Service who were employed
inthe Ozark Plateau Region. This inoluded the fol-
lowing counties: Baxter, Benton, Boone, Carroll,
Crawford, Franklin, Johnson, Logan, Madison, Mar-
ion, Newton, Pope, Sebastian, Searcy, Stone, Van
Buren and Washington. The date of the mailing vras
in early 1958 s o that the whole of 1957 could be
included in the census period.
I
Thirty-nine questionnaires were returned from
total of sixty
—
three which were distributed,
irty of these documented the occurrence of wild
rkeys, and the remaining nine reported the ab—
nee of turkeys. Table Iis a oounty by county
alysis of the replies which reported turkeys, and
e distribution of these turkeys is shown in Fig.
The symbols whichmark turkey occurrences (Fig.
represent at least one township of occupied area
gardless of the number of flocks, or individuals,
ich may have been reported in the area. There-
re, the symbols definitely do not represent the
lative densities of populations, but merely mark
ea s where turkeys occur which are at least six
les from other occupied areas. The intervening
ea also may have contained turkeys.
I
In making a fair comparison between the current
stribution of wild turkeys and that described by
lder (1951) and Tolar (l948)itwas necessary to
stinguish between the populations remaining from
e original Ozark birds and those established by
ral turkeys transplanted from the Shumaker Naval
munition Depot near Bearden, Arkansas. This was
ndatory because the program of restocking with
ralbirds began in 195^» during the interval since
e previous survey. However, in three cases it was
fficult to decide about the origin of the popu-
tions (Fig. 2). Since Tolar (1948) did not show
rkeys along the White River where it forms the
rion-Baxter County boundaries it is conjectural
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Project W-50-R-1
Wild Turkey
Arkansas Game & Fish
Commis sion
Investigations





Did you see any Wild Turkeys in your
area in 1957?
How many aotual sightings -were made?
row many flocks "would you say therewere in your area?
If
turkeys were not seen, did any
other evidence of their presence,
such as tracks or feathers, come
to your attention?
Iid you receive reports from sports-men or local residents concerningturkey observations?
If
possible, designate in the space
below the approximate location of
known flocks and other information
which might be of interest. Thank
you.
Return Form to :
Ehn R. Preston Signed_partment of Zoology Addressiversity of Arkansas
Fayetteville ,Arkansas Date
Figure I. Turkey Guest ionna ire.
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ANALYSIS OF THE REPLIES WHICH REPORTED TURKEYS
_ Turkeys Estimated Estimated Probable
Number Recipients Turkey Reporte a Number Of Population Change
County Of Observed Signs To Flocks 1942- In Last
Replies Turkeys Observed Recipient 195 y l94& Decade
Baxter 3 2 2 3/ 210 Decrease
Benton* 4» 3* 3* 4* 2* 25 No Change
Boone 1 1 I 1 5 53u Decrease
Carroll 1 0 0 1 1 42 Decrease
Crawford 3 3 2 3 2 0 Increase
Franklin 11114 0 Increase
Johnson 2 0 0 2 1 6 No Change
Logan 4 2 3 3 2-f 0 Increase
Madison 0 0 No Change
Marion 2 0 2 2 4 103 Decrease
Newton 10 10 1 Q Increase
Pope 0 6 Decrease
Sebastian 0 35 Decrease
Searcy 3 9 12 0 Increase
Stone 66268 0 Increase
Van Buren 0 0 No Change




•The data is duplicated in Benton and Washington Counties because the
turkeys occupy an area which overlaps the county boundaries.
yFrom Holder, 1951. 88
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Figure 2. The distribution In1957 of the wild turkey in the Oterk
Plateau Region of Arkansas. The symbols designate the areas ooouple
by turkeys. Areas which are separated by at least six miles are In-
dicated separately. However, * representation of population density
la not intended. The triangles (•*») represent residual populations
of the original Osark stock. The circles (#) are populations which
were eatabliahed after the release of feral birds transported from
southern Arkansas. The a tippled Bjg%l areas are within the Orark
National Forest, and the lined ESSa areas were excluded from the tur-
key inquiry.
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•whether this area was occupied by the native Ozark
stock, or as the result of the releases in southern
Baxter County and northern Stone County. The sit-
ation concerning the birds in Newton and Searcy
ountieswas puzzling because Tolar ( Ibid.) showed
he locations of turkeys in east— central Newton
ounty, whereas Holder (l95l) stated that the pop-
lation was zero in Newton County as well as in
earcy County. Yet, in another place Holder (ibid. )
'inds that the wild turkey was never exterminated
n Newton County. Considering the general failure
f the release in the early 1940' s of wild turkeys
aised in captivity (Holder, ibid.), it is doubt-
ul that five of these birds liberated in northern
'ope County could have produced the population in
uestion. In the end the opinion of Tolar was ac~
epted and it was assumed that turkeys he indica-
ed were a residual native population. Differing
n detail, the same sort of ambiquities pervaded
he Johnson County record, which is complicated
urther by the release in195° of two male and one
'emale feral birds near the area concerned (Alex-
nder, 1957)* Itwas decided arbitrarily that these
atter produced the present population.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It was emphasized repeatedly at the recent wild
Turkey Symposium in Memphis, Tennessee (February
13 and 14, 1959)* that because of their secretive
habits the eastern subspecies of the wild turkey
were impossible to census accurately using the
usual methods. Although this did not seem to be
too great a problem in the western subspecies, it
¦was a factor which made suspect population esti-
mates in the areas inhabited by the forms silves-
tris and o s ceo la. This is the position which is
accepted when it is emphasized that the symbols in
Fig. 2 are not intended to represent population
densities, but merely indicate areas of occurrence.
The nature of the inventory makes even the distri-
bution data liable to error. The job—a ssociated
interests of the personnel contacted probably in-
creased the relative number of replies where tur-
key occurrences were actually known. However, it
cannot be assumed that the failures to reply were
merely cases where turkey locations were not known.
There was no follow -up request for information
which is sometimes used to evaluate the accuracy
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I
replies in systems involving mailed request for
e report of game killed by hunters. Also, a large
rt of the human population in the turkey areas,
c rural inhabitant, vra s nox contacted at all.
though the forester and wildlife employee prob-
ly is well informed about the distribution of
me it should not be expected that he willal-
ys know every oocurrence. Finally, no attempt
s made to verify the reports of turkeys as pro-
sed by Dalke, Leopold and Spencer (1946) by re
—
iring multiple reports of each flock, personally
terviewing residents in the critical areas, and
ecking in the field. This latter source of error
uld overestimate the number of occupied areas,
e rest would produce an underestimated value,
ese possible mis judgment s must be recognized in
terpreting the results.
One conspicuous change demonstrated by the cur-
rent inventory was the oocurrence of turkeys in
areas within the Ozark National Forest (Fig. 2)
tere
previously they were extinct or nearly so.
1of these populations were the result of trans-
anted feral birds and involved the following
unties: Benton-Wa shington, Crawford, Franklin,
hnson, Baxter—Stone and Lofjan. Another notewor—
y difference between the two surveys was the cur-
nt relative scarcity of occupied areas in Boone,
rion and Baxter Counties compared with those on
e map prepared by Tolar (1948). It is interest-
ing to note that Baxter County, where the diminu-
tion of turkey range was spectacular, was the only
one which had an increase in the rural human popu-
lation in each of the two decades preceding 1950
Iarver,
1950; Holder, 1951). Also, most of the
rkey areas inBoone and Marion Counties were in-
dated by, or were adjacent to, the recently con—
ructed Bull Shoals Lake. This region has probably
perienced an increment inhuman population through
velopment as a resort center. The turkeys invol—
d in these areas were the native Ozark stock and
re contiguous in distribution with the areas of
gh density in1942 in the Ozark Region of Missouri
alke, Leopold and Spencer, 1946).
tit
would be permissible to evaluate the changes
the total population of turkeys ifthe two sur-
ys were subject to the same kinds of errors, thus
oducing a comparable index to abundance. Appa
—
ntly, the previous survey was more intensive than
e present one. But it was also more extensive
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.n oovering the whole state, which may have coun-
teracted the advantage of intensification. Fortu-
nately, most of the differences shown in Table I
re of such large magnitude that the changes are
bvious. In determining the number of individuals
represented by the flocks reported in 1957 a value
f eight individuals per flock was used, which is
the average of twenty— six observations throughout
;he year in Crawford and Franklin Counties. This
verage agrees well with the 9.6 value which was
he average of 291 flocks in Missouri (Dalke, Leo-
>old and Spencer, 1946). A total of six counties
where decreases in turkey populations have occur-
red, s ix where increases have occurred, and five
nvolving no change (Table i) suggests stability
uring the last decade. However, inspection of the
ata reveals that most of the decreases have been
reater than the increases. This is amplified by
;he combined estimates for the whole Ozark Plateau
egienj the ourrent index to abundance was 312,
hile it was 93 7 in previous survey. Because
he areas where major decreases were experienced
re oocupied by native populations the future of
he wild turkey in the Ozark Plateau Region of Ar—
ansas seems to rest with the feral populations
hich have been re—introduced into the formerly
coupied areas.
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(NOTE: "Feral" does not mean prior domestication,
but refers to wild turkeys released in the Ozark
region, distinguishing them from the native birds
and the ones raised in captivity.)
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Interpretation of known and inferred fracture
tterns in the Kennebago Lake quadrangle of north-
stern Maine (Fig. l) is a complex problem. Ap-
ication of theoretical fracture patterns, as de-
loped in laboratory experimentation! 8, 12), to
is problem produces some interesting results,
ese results, although somewhat speculative, seem
bring order out of the chaotic patterns in the
adrangle .
In terms of its geologic setting, the quadran-
le lies within the confines of the Acadian geo-
yncline(7)« Strongly folded and faulted Lower
'aleozoic rocks consist of massive to thinly bedded
icaceous quartz schists, green and gray slates
nd phyllites, ohloritic sand-granule quartzites,
assive greenstones, and medium- grained amphibo—
ites. Most of these rocks are probably Silurian
n age(l4). Orogeny is believed to have occurred
uring Middle to Late Devonian time(7)»but others
©•g«» 3) restrict its inception to Late Early and
arly Middle Devonian time with the transition from
arine to nonmarine conditions. Granitic to dio—
itio synkinematic plutons variously dated from
>ost Middle Devonian through Mis s iss ippian were
ntruded into these disrupted and metamorphosed
'aleozoic rocks(2, 14), Recent A/K age determina—
ions for these plutons show an average of 385 m.y.,
uggesting a post Early Middle Devonian time of
ntrusion(9 )•
Ultimately, interpretation of the arrangement
and distribution of the principal fracture patterns
was based upon examination of individual outcrops.
Two general approaches were therefore used:
1. A statistical compilation of a11 obtainable
structural data plotted on a base map from
which inferences as to major structure were
drawn.
2. Detailed petrographio analysis from which
broad lithologio and strat igraphic rela-
tionships were drawn.
Icorrelation of the structural, strat igraphic, andithologio data proved necessary as a basis for the
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Figure 1. State of Maine showing the location of
the Kennebago Lake Quadrangle.
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interpretation of the fracture patterns (14 ).
Consider Figs. 2 and 3%. I*is well known that
regional fold axes trend northeast across the quad-
rangle and throughout northwestern Maine. Such a
rend indicates the direction of principal orogenic
ovement (c) to be northwest— southea st( 3 )• Frac-
lure patterns produced by this direction of move-
ent \c) may be resolved into longitudinal frao—
ures (FL) and major cleavage (CL), both of which
arallel the regional fold axes (represented by
ynclinal axes, AS, and anticlinal axes AA). At
ight angles thereto (i. e., northwest-southeast)
s the direction of least compression and hence
laximum tension. Tensional or extension fractures
FT) willtend to develop parallel with the prin-
ipal direction of movement. Shear fractures (s)
ay develop which intersect this direction of move-
ent usuallyat acute angles(l). The production of
hese various fractures is well documented by ex-
>erimentation(4), but the application of them to
ctual field conditions can be risky and question-
able at times.
If folded rocks displaying the above fracture
patterns are subsequently intruded by plutons , new-
patterns may be developed and superimposed upon
I
he older ones (Fig. 3)» Ideally, the typical frac-
ure complex associated with the plutons would de-
end, among other things, upon the size, shape, and
irection of emplacement of the mass and the char—
cter of the country rocks being invaded. In gen-
ral, the complex would consist of radial faults
FR), tangential faults (FT ), radial joints (JR),
nd tangential joints ( JT ).
It is beyond the scope of this report to discuss
the many problems involved in the interpretation
of the major structures throughout the quadrangle.
On the basis of considerable evidence, however(l4),
the principal fracture patterns are set forth in
Fig. 5» The locations of these both known and in-
ferred patterns were based upon the following evi-
denoe:
1. Changes in bedding— cleavage relationships
transverse to the trend of the major fold
axes .
2. Stream valleys and mountain ridges which
roughly correspond with directions produced
in Figs. 1 and 2 and which indicate zones
of differential resistance to weathering
attributable to:
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Figure 2• Hypothetical fracture orien-
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Kgure 3. Hypothetical fracture orlent a-ons developed in country rocks about an
intrusion*
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Figure 4. Relief map of Kennebago a 1 9 * h
Lake quadrangle, Maine. Contour 77777
interval: 200 ft. Numbrred con- Miles
tours x 100 = elevation in ft.
Streams \ r'"Lakes, ponds gf|pi
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Figure 5* Fracture patterns in the Kennebago Lake
quadrangle developed in metamorphio terrain
intruded by synkinematio plutons (X).
HK Regional cleavage (usually vertical).
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a. Various joint sets parallel the ridges
and valleys .
b. Mineralogio variation in adjacent lith-
ologies .
Dissection in the quadrangle (and probably much
of the region) seems to be controlled more by the
orientation of the fracture patterns a s zones of
¦weakness rather than by the relative resistances
of lithologies, per se, to both chemical and mech-
anical weathering. A comparison of Figs. 4 and 5
readily lends support to this point of view.
To lesser degree, however, certain rock types
uch as oontact hornfels and porphyritio granites
onsistently form positive relief features, while
ime-rich strata, slates, and equigranular granites
orm negative relief features(l3, 15 ). A few val-
eys are developed along contact zones of unlike
i+.hologies. The north-trending vallsy (FT in Fig.
) located about 3 miles northwest of the lake in
he central part of the quadrangle (cf. Fig. 4) is
prime example. Massive amphibolites on its east
ide are in contact with chloritic sand-granule
uartzites on its west side. Another valley in the
ontact zone of unlike lithologies is located 3ir
iles north of the above lake where the quartzites
nd amphibolites are again in contact (also FT in
ig» 5 / • Probably both of these valleys are partly
elated to a direction of fracturing, as is sug-
ested by joint readings along their flanks.
To qualify as a valley or ridge developed along
zone of shearing, it is necessary to have field
ata showing offset of the strata(o). A direction
f shear fracturing (s) trending N ?5
° Vi» a s pro-
uced in Fig. 2, seems to correspond with a small
rea about 1^- miles west of the large pond in the
ortheast corner of the quadrangle (Fig. 4). Here
here is some evidence of shearing in slates (S in
ig. 5). Fractures strike about N 80° \V. Massive
reenstones crop out northeast of this area, while
o the south and southwest chloritic quartzites and
ed slates appear. The general northeast trend of
hese latter rocks is interrupted by this sheared
one, suggesting some amount of displacement. N"5
ontrol was found, however, to measure the magni—
ude of displacement.
Most of the fracture patterns in the quadrangle
that are transverse to the trend of the major folds
may be classified as tension or extension fractures
(4). V.'here valleys are developed parallel with
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these patterns, the lithologic character of the
strata trending across the valley remains constant.
No offset can be noted, and therefore it may be
inferred that fracturing with subsequent weather-
ing is the predominant control of valley orienta-
tion.
IExoept
for the above-mentioned two valleys (or
reas), labeled FT in Fig. 5» allother transverse
alleys paralleling FT fractures are probably of
he extension type. For example, the large lake in
he western part of the quadrangle (viz., Kennebago
ake) lies ina U—shaped linear valley which paral—
els a fracture zone trending about N 7O°W. In
general, this valley and others with a northwest
orientation are preglacial but have been rounded
tnd
somewhat scoured, since they were more or less
arallel with the regional movement of Pleistocene
ce. On the south flank of the large mountain mass
n the central part of the quadrangle (Fig. 4, East
Kennebago Mtn., el. 3825 ft.), several northwest-
trending ridges and valleys (FT in Fig. 5) paral-
lel northwest fractures. A similar situation oo—
ours on the south flank of the large mountain mass
to the northwest (Fig. 4, Cow Ridge, el. 3645 ft.).
Longitudinal fractures are represented by FL
directions inFig. 5» Four principal ones are noted
paralleling the northeast trend of major fold axes.
From north to south they are:
1. FL = AA. A tightly-folded anticline whose




AS. A chevron syncline whose axis ap-
proximates the strike of a well—bedded mi-
caceous quartzite.
3» FL r AA. A broad fold (anticline) whose
axis is inferred to parallel the northeast-
trending valley in the southeast part of the
quadrangle .
4. FL. A conspicuous fracture direction par-
alleling a ridge on the south side of the
above valley.
JThe
remaining fractures (JT , JR, and FT tension
actures) of Fig. 5 may be related to the igneous
trusions and are either parallel or normal to the
neral outline of each intrusion. Some of these
e of questionable classification and are there-
re represented by a question mark (?). For ex-
ple, the long curved fracture in the northwest
rt of the quadrangle could be a radial or tan-
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iential fracture depending upon the intrusion withhich it may be associated. On the other hand, itould "well be another tension fracture related to
regional folding. In view of the obscure relations
for this fraoture and some others, it is best to
avoid conclusions regarding their genesis.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The principal ideal fracture patterns produced
in experimental rupture of homogeneous materials
ay be qualitatively applied to the Kennebago Lake
uadrangle. The patterns would consist of longi-
udinal fractures normal to the direction of prin-
ipal movement and tensional fractures parallel
ith the movement. Shear fractures would make acute
ngles with this direction which would bisect the
ngle between two main shear directions. Regional
leavage and major fold axes would generally be
ormal to the principal movement. Superimposed upon
hese would be radial and tangential fractures as
—
ociated with synkinematic plutons.
I
Reference to Fig. 5 indicates a notable depar-
re of the tensional fractures from normality with
e major fold axes ( cf., Fig. 2). It is unlikely
at one restricted compass direction exists along
ich orogenic stress vras directed. Rather, be-
use of the sinuosity of the fold axes and the
terogeneity of the sedimentary prism during or-
eny, the principal stresses would be directed
thin a quadrant (in this case, northwest-south-
st). Inspection of regional tectonic maps seems
demonstrate the significance of this reasoning
l).Further, the disruption of folded strata by
ter plutons, especially in the immediate areas
rth to east to southeast of the quadrangle, un—
ubtedly distorted the local trends of earlier
Ids and fractures.
I
According to a postulated sequence of events,
e genesis of the various fracture patterns might
gin soon after early orogenic stresses were in—
iated. Increased folding of early flexures could
proach isoclinal, chevron, or pleated fold types
5). Concomitant with tightness of folding of the
tter two types would be the development of lon-
tudinal fractures and regional cleavage. Shear
nes might also develop at this time. Continued
ress could initiate local or regional zones of
rusting(lO), the strike of which would generally
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be parallel with major fold axes. Later on, ten-
sional fractures would develop in response to ex-
tension along the direction of minimum stress(l).
Finally, the superimposing of fractures genetioally
related to synkinematic plutons could conceivably
alter somewhat the orientation of earlier patterns
and might even be coincident with earlier direc-
tions (cf. Figs. 2 and 3).
Quantitative evaluation of the complex patterns
in the quadrangle at present is unwise if not im-
possible. Qualitatively, however, the author has
attempted to relate their distribution to both re-
gional compression and stresses attendant with the
plutonic intrusions.
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A MASTODON FIND FROM SOUTHWESTERN ARKANSAS
George E. Fay
Southern State College
Specimens of both Mammutus (mammoth) and Mammut
(mastodon) have occasionally been recovered inAr-
kansas, but not in such quantities that new finds
should pass unnoticed. The writer would like to
call attention to such a find made during the fall
of 195 8 » near Garland, inMiller County, southwest
Arkansas. Precursory examinations show that the
remains are probably of the genus Mammut, although
the exact species cannot be determined on the basis
of the present material.
This new discovery, made by Lonnie Rayburn, was
looated approximately one-half mile north o f the
Garland City bridge, on the south bank of Red River.
During overflow periods, the river appears to be
gradually uncovering a gravel bed, in which the
fragmentary remains occur. Preliminary observa-
tions indicate the possibility that the deposit is
of Pleistocene origin.
The remains first recovered by Mr. Rayburn in-
cluded the following specimens :
(a) A fragment of the left side of the mandible
(measuring 7*5 cm. in thickness , 5»5 to 10.2
cm. in depth, and 18.0 cm. in length), with
the second!?] premolar in situ (bearing three
cross ridges); the root cavities of the
first (? ) premolar are also present. The
total depth of the jaw cannot be determined
due to the angle of fracture. The jaw is
of particular interest in that the tooth has
become well "fossilized," or mineralized.
The tooth, itself, measures 5*5 cm. inwidth,
7.0 cm. in length, and 8.5 cm. in depth
(from the cusp top to the root depth).
(b) An almost— complete specimen of a lumbar(?)
vertebra, with only the left transverse
process missing. The centrum body measures
5.5 cm. in thickness, y.O x 9.° cm. width-
length. The spinous process measures 11.0
cm. in length from the vertebral foramen
opening, and is 2.6 cm. in thickness.
•Presented by title only.
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Plat* 1. A nasfodon jav fragment found
in Miller County, southwest Arkansas.
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(o) The distal end of a femur, measuring 11.5
x 18.0 x 21.5 cm.
(d) A sizeable fragment, apparently of the pel-
vis (left side?), but very incomplete and
difficultto ascertain its exact positional
placement; it measures approximately 10.8
x 11.8 x 30.3 cm.
e) Six fragmentary pieces of the scapula.
f) Three small rib pieces, and other unidenti-
fiable bone fragments.
I
A second group of bones was collected by Mr.
ayburn from the same site at a later date. How-
ver, the majority o f these were too fragmentary
o identify, or not large enough to warrant meas-
rement records. One exception was the head of a
emur .
On November 16, 195 8 » "the writer, in the com-
iany of Mr. Rayburn and his nephew, Ralph F. Cook
an anthropology student at Southern State;, revis-
ted the site to search for new specimens. Only
;wo bone fragments were found on this occasion,
hese presumably having been overlooked on previ—
us occasions. These included a fossilized meta-
arsal(?) (4.4 x 4.0 x 11.0 cm.), and an unidenti-
iable piece. It is unlikely, without excavation,
hat new material will be found until the river
las had opportunity to rewash the gravel bed.
In thr fall of 1957» the writer was called upon
o inspect the tusk of a mastodon recovered near
otton Valley, Louisiana, on Bodcau Creek
—
which
,s located approximately JO miles southeast of Gar—
and City. Only the single specimen was exhibited
>y the collector. The incomplete tusk measured
pproximately 5 feet in length, and weighed about
2 pounds .
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res are used, they should be grouped as conven—
ently as possible and numbered consecutively.
IReprints . Orders for reprints should be sento the Managing Editor along with corrected proof.
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